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PV MODULE MOUNTING ASSEMBLY WITH CLAMP/STANDOFF
ARRANGEMENT
FIELD OF THE INVENTION
[0001]

The present invention generally relates to installing structures on a building

surface and, more particularly, to mounting devices for installing attachments, such as
photovoltaic modules, on such a building surface.
BACKGROUND
[0002]

Metal panels are being increasingly used to define building surfaces such as roofs

and sidewalls. One type of metal panel is a standing seam panel, where the edges of
adjacent standing seam panels of the building surface are interconnected in a manner that
defines a standing seam. Standing seam panels are expensive compared to other metal
panels, and building surfaces defined by metal panels may be more costly than other types
of building surface constructions.
[0003]

It is often desirable to install various types of structures on building surfaces,

such as heating, air conditioning, and ventilation equipment. Installing structures on
standing seam panel building surfaces in a manner that punctures the building surface at
one or more locations is undesirable in a number of respects. One is simply the desire to
avoid puncturing what is a relatively expensive building surface. Another is that
puncturing a metal panel building surface can present leakage and corrosion issues.
[0004]

Photovoltaic or solar cells have existed for some time and have been installed on

various building roofs. A photovoltaic cell is typically incorporated into a perimeter frame
of an appropriate material (e.g., aluminum) to define a photovoltaic module or solar cell
module. Multiple photovoltaic modules may be installed in one or more rows (e.g., a
string) on a roofing surface to define an array.
[0005]

Fig. 1 illustrates one prior art approach that has been utilized to mount a solar

cell module to a standing seam. A mounting assembly 10 includes a mounting device 74,

a bolt 14, and a clamping member 142. Generally, the mounting device 74 includes a slot
90 that receives at least an upper portion of a standing seam 42. A seam fastener 106 is

directed through the mounting device 74 and into the slot 90 to forcibly retain the standing
seam 42 therein. This then mounts the mounting device 74 to the standing seam 42.
[0006]

A threaded shaft 22 of the bolt 14 from the mounting assembly 10 passes through

an unthreaded hole in a base 154 of a clamping member 142, and into a threaded hole 98

on an upper surface 78 of the mounting device 74. This then mounts the clamping

member 142 to the mounting device 74. The clamping member 142 is used to
interconnect a pair of different solar cell module frames 62 with the mounting assembly
10. In this regard, the clamping member 142 includes a pair of clamping legs 146, where

each clamping leg 146 includes an engagement section 152 that is spaced from the upper
surface 78 of the mounting device 74. The bolt 14 may be threaded into the mounting
device 74 to engage a head 18 of the bolt with the base 154 of the clamping member 142.
Increasing the degree of threaded engagement between the bolt 14 and the mounting
device 74 causes the engagement sections 152 of the clamping legs 146 to engage the
corresponding solar cell module frame 62 and force the same against the upper surface 78
of the mounting device 74.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES
[0007]

Fig. l is a side view of a prior art mounting assembly for interconnecting solar

cell modules with a standing seam roof.
[0008]

Fig. 2 is a perspective view of a plurality of solar cell modules installed on a

standing seam building surface using a plurality of adjustable mounting assemblies.
[0009]

Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional schematic of a representative standing seam defined by

interconnecting a pair of panels.
[0010]

Fig. 4 is a top view of one of the solar cell modules illustrated in Fig. 2 .

[0011]

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of one of the mounting devices that is installed on a

standing steam in Fig. 2 .
[0012]

Fig. 6 is an exploded, perspective view of one of the adjustable mounting

assemblies from Fig. 2 .
[0013]

Fig. 7A is a side view of one of the adjustable mounting assemblies from Fig. 2,

and which is engaging a pair of solar cell module frames.
[0014]

Fig. 7B shows the mounting assembly of Fig. 7A being used for solar cell

module frames having a different thickness than those illustrated in Fig. 7A.
[0015]

Fig. 7C is a side view of one of the adjustable mounting assemblies from Fig. 2

that is disposed adjacent to an edge of the building surface, and which is engaging a single
solar cell module frame.
[0016]

Fig. 8A is one side-based perspective view of another embodiment of a mounting

assembly for photovoltaic modules.
[0017]

Fig. 8B is one top-based perspective view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 8A .

[0018]

Fig. 8C is another top-based perspective view of the mounting assembly of Fig.

8A.

[0019]

Fig. 8D is a bottom-based perspective view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 8A .

[0020]

Fig. 8E is a plan view of a bottom of the mounting assembly of Fig. 8A .

[0021]

Fig. 8F is another side-based perspective view of the mounting assembly of Fig.

8A, and schematically illustrating the engagement of a pair of photovoltaic modules.

[0022]

Fig. 9A is a plan view of one embodiment of a photovoltaic system using a

plurality of the mounting assemblies of Figs. 8A-F, in which the clamping members are
omitted to illustrate a positional registration function incorporated by the mounting plate
of such mounting assemblies.
[0023]

Fig. 9B is a plan view of a photovoltaic system using a plurality of the mounting

assemblies of Fig. 6, in which the clamping members are omitted to illustrate how a
misaligned mounting assembly can affect the ability of the same to clamp onto one or
more photovoltaic modules.
[0024]

Fig. 10A is a perspective view of another embodiment of a mounting plate that

incorporates a discrete pair of PV module positional registrants.
[0025]

Fig. 10B is a side view of the mounting plate of Fig. 10 disposed on a mounting

device, where the mounting plate includes a pair of mounting device positional registrants.
[0026]

Fig. 11 is one embodiment of a mounting assembly for a single photovoltaic

module.
[0027]

Fig. 12A is a perspective view of a mounting plate used by the mounting

assembly of Fig. 11
[0028]

Fig. 12B is a top view of the mounting plate of Fig. 12A.

[0029]

Fig. 12C is a side view of the mounting plate of Fig. 12A.

[0030]

Fig. 12D as a cross-sectional view of the mounting plate of Fig. 12A.

[0031]

Fig. 13A is a perspective view of a stanchion used by the mounting assembly of

Fig. 11 .
[0032]

Fig. 13B is a cutaway view of the stanchion of Fig. 13 A .

[0033]

Fig. 13C is a side view of the stanchion of Fig. 13 A .

[0034]

Fig. 14A is a perspective view of a clamping fastener used by the mounting

assembly of Fig. 11
[0035]

Fig. 14B is a side view of the clamping fastener of Fig. 14A.

[0036]

Fig. 15A is a perspective view of a clamp used by the mounting assembly of Fig.

11
[0037]

Fig. 15B is an end view of the clamp of Fig. 15 A .

[0038]

Fig. 16A is a perspective view showing the mounting assembly of Fig. 11 in use

with a photovoltaic module frame section of a first size.
[0039]

Fig. 16B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame section shown in Fig. 16 A .
[0040]

Fig. 17A is a perspective view showing the mounting assembly of Fig. 11 in use

with a photovoltaic module frame section of a second size.
[0041]

Fig. 17B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame section shown in Fig. 17 A .
[0042]

Fig. 18A is an exploded, end view of another embodiment of a mounting

assembly for a single photovoltaic module.
[0043]

Fig. 18B is an end view of a clamp used by the mounting assembly of Fig. 18 A .

[0044]

Fig. 18C is a perspective view of the mounting assembly shown in Fig. 18 A .

[0045]

Fig. 18D is an end view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 18 A, with a clamping

fastener, clamp, and stanchion being in an assembled condition.
[0046]

Fig. 19A is a perspective view of another embodiment of a mounting assembly

for a single photovoltaic module.
[0047]

Fig. 19B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame section shown in Fig. 19 A .
[0048]

Fig. 19C is an exploded, end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic

module frame section shown in Fig. 19A.
[0049]

Fig. 20A is an end view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 19A in a minimum

height configuration for a photovoltaic module engagement.
[0050]

Fig. 20B is an end view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 19A in a maximum

height configuration for a photovoltaic module engagement.
[0051]

Fig. 2 1 is an exploded, end view of another embodiment of a mounting assembly

that accommodates engaging a pair of photovoltaic modules.
[0052]

Fig. 22A is a perspective view of a clamp used by the mounting assembly of Fig.

21

[0053]

Fig. 22B is an end view of the clamp of Fig. 22A.

[0054]

Fig. 23 A is a perspective view showing the mounting assembly of Fig. 2 1 in with

a photovoltaic module frame section of a first size.
[0055]

Fig. 23B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame section shown in Fig. 23 A .

[0056]

Fig. 24A is a perspective view of using the mounting assembly of Fig. 2 1 for a

photovoltaic module frame section of a second size.
[0057]

Fig. 24B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame section shown in Fig. 24A.
[0058]

Fig. 25A is an exploded, end view of another embodiment of a mounting

assembly that accommodates engaging a pair of photovoltaic modules.
[0059]

Fig. 25B is an end view of a clamp used by the mounting assembly of Fig. 25A .

[0060]

Fig. 25C is a perspective view of the mounting assembly shown in Fig. 25A.

[0061]

Fig. 25D is an end view of the mounting assembly of Fig. 25A, with a clamping

fastener, clamp, and stanchion being in an assembled condition.
[0062]

Fig. 26A is a perspective view of another embodiment of a mounting assembly

that accommodates engaging a pair of photovoltaic modules.
[0063]

Fig. 26B is an end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic module

frame sections shown in Fig. 26A.
[0064]

Fig. 26C is an exploded, end view of the mounting assembly and photovoltaic

module frame sections shown in Fig. 26A.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0065]

Fig. 2 illustrates an assembly 30 in the form of a building surface 34, a

photovoltaic module or solar cell array 54 defined by a plurality of photovoltaic modules
or solar cell modules 58 (only schematically shown in Fig. 2), and a plurality of mounting
assemblies 70a, 70b. The building surface 34 is defined by interconnecting a plurality of
panels 38. Although the panels 38 may be formed from any appropriate material or
combination of materials, typically they are in the form of metal panels 38. In any case,
each adjacent pair of panels 38 is interconnected in a manner so as to define a standing
seam 42 (only schematically shown in Fig. 2). A base 46 is disposed between the

opposing edges of each panel 38 (e.g., Fig. 3). The entirety of the base 46 may be flat or
planar. However, one or more small structures may be formed/shaped into the base 46 of
one or more panels 38 of the building surface 34 to address oil canning. These structures
are commonly referred to as crests, minor ribs, intermediate ribs, pencil ribs, striations,

fluting, or flutes.
[0066]

A cross-sectional schematic of one of the standing seams 42 is illustrated in Fig.

3 . A pair of interconnected panels 38 define a standing seam 42. Generally, an edge or

edge section 50 of one panel 38 is "nested" with the opposing edge or edge section 50 of
the adjacent panel 38 to define a standing seam 42. Typically each the two opposing

edges 50 of a given panel 38 will be of a different configuration. That way, one edge 50
(one configuration) of one panel 38 will be able to "nest" with one edge 50 (another
configuration) of the adjacent panel 38. Various configurations may be employed for the
edges 50 of the panels 38, which may result in different configurations/profiles for the
corresponding standing seam 42.
[0067]

A more detailed view of one of the photovoltaic modules or solar cell modules

58 from Fig. 2 is presented in Fig. 4 . Each solar cell module 58 includes a frame 62 that is

disposed about the corresponding solar cell 66. The frame 62 may be of any appropriate
size, shape, configuration, and/or type, and may be formed from any appropriate material

or combination of materials. In the illustrated embodiment, the frame 62 is of a
rectangular profile, and may be formed from an appropriate metal or metal alloy (e.g.,
aluminum). Similarly, the photovoltaic cell or solar cell 66 may be of any appropriate
size, shape, configuration and/or type to convert light into electricity. Typically the solar
cell 66 will be in the form of a substrate having a stack of a plurality of layers. Any

number of solar cell modules 58 may be used for the solar cell array of Fig. 2, and
multiple solar cell modules 58 may be disposed in any appropriate arrangement (e.g., any
appropriate number of rows and/or columns of solar cell modules 58).
[0068]

The mounting assemblies 70a, 70b that are used to install the solar cell array 54

onto the building surface 34 in Fig. 2 utilize a mounting device 74 that may be of any
appropriate size, shape, configuration, and/or type. One configuration of a mounting
device that may be installed on a standing seam 42 is illustrated in Fig. 5 and is identified
by reference numeral 74. This mounting device 74 includes an upper surface 78 and an
oppositely disposed bottom surface 86, a pair of oppositely disposed side surfaces 82, and
a pair of oppositely disposed ends 94. The upper surface 78 includes a threaded hole 98,
as does at least one of the side surfaces 82, while the bottom surface 86 includes a slot 90

that extends between the two ends 94 of the mounting device 74.
[0069]

The slot 90 on the bottom surface 86 of the mounting device 74 includes a base

92a and a pair of sidewalls 92b that are spaced apart to receive at least an end section of a
standing seam 42. One or more seam fasteners 106 may be directed through a threaded
hole 102 of the mounting device 74 and into the slot 90 to engage the standing seam 42
and secure the same against the opposing slot sidewall 92b. A cavity of any appropriate
type may be on this opposing slot sidewall 92b to allow the aligned seam fastener 106 to
deflect a corresponding portion of the standing seam 42 into this cavity, although such
may not be required in all instances. In any case and in one embodiment, the seam

fastener 106 only interfaces with an exterior surface of the standing seam 42. For
instance, the end of the seam fastener 106 that interfaces with the standing seam 42 may
be convex, rounded, or of a blunt-nosed configuration to provide a desirable interface with
the standing seam 42.
[0070]

Other mounting device configurations may be appropriate for mounting on

standing seam 42 and may be used in place of the mounting device 74 shown in Fig. 5 .
Various mounting device configurations are disclosed in U.S. Patent Nos. 5,228.248;
5,483,772; 5,941,931; 5,694,721; 5,715,640; 5,983,588; 6,164,033; 6,718,718; 7,100,338;
and 7,013,612, various configurations may be utilized by either of the mounting
assemblies 70a, 70b.
[0071]

The mounting assembly 70a that is used in the installation of a pair of adjacent

solar cell modules 58 in Fig. 2, and that may use a mounting device 74, is illustrated in
Fig. 6 . The mounting assembly 70a includes a mounting device 74, along with a mounting
plate 110, a clamping member 142, a stud 114, and a nut 128. The mounting plate 110 is
disposed on the upper surface 78 of the mounting device 74, and includes a hole or
aperture 112 that allows the stud 114 to pass therethrough. The mounting plate 110 may
be utilized when it may be desirable to enhance the stability of the mounting assembly
70a, and in any case may be of any appropriate size, shape, configuration and/or type. In

some embodiments, the mounting plate 110 is circular, which beneficially avoids any need
for the mounting plate to be aligned in a particular direction. The surface area of the
mounting plate 110 is at least about 5 in2 in one embodiment, and is at least about 7 in2 in
another embodiment. It may be possible to eliminate the mounting plate 110 from the
mounting assembly 70a, for instance when the surface area of the upper surface 78 of the
mounting device 74 is sufficiently large.
[0072]

The stud 114 provides an interface between the clamping member 142 and the

mounting device 74, and includes a first stud end 118 and an oppositely disposed second
stud end 122. A nut 126 is disposed between the first stud end 118 and the second stud
end 122, and is fixed to the stud 114 in any appropriate manner (e.g., welded). That is, the
nut 126 does not move relative to the stud 114, such that the nut 126 and stud 114 will
move together as a single unit. In one embodiment, the nut 126 is threaded onto the stud
114, and is then fixed in the desired location.
[0073]

A first threaded section l30a extends from the first stud end 1 18 toward the

second stud end 122, while a second threaded section 13 0b extends from the second stud
end 122 toward the first stud end 118. An unthreaded section 134 is disposed between the

fixed nut 126 and the first threaded section 130a in the illustrated embodiment. However,
the first threaded section l30a could extend all the way to the fixed nut 126 (e.g., the
entire stud 114 could be threaded). In one embodiment, the length of the first threaded
section is at least about 1.5 inches.
[0074]

The second stud end 122 may be directed through the hole 112 in the mounting

plate 110 if being utilized, and in any case into a threaded hole 98 of the mounting device
74. It should be appreciated that the mounting device 74 could also be disposed in a

horizontal orientation on a standing seam having a horizontally disposed end section
versus the vertically disposed orientation of the end section of the standing seam 42, and
that in this case the second stud end 122 would be directed into the threaded hole 98 on a
side surface 82 of the mounting device 74 (e.g., the mounting plate 110 could then be

disposed on such a side surface 82 if desired/required). In any case, the stud 114 may be
tightened onto the mounting device 74 by having an appropriate tool engage the fixed nut
126 to rotate the stud 114 relative to the mounting device 74 and into a desired forcible

engagement with the mounting plate 110 or with the corresponding surface of the
mounting device 74 if the mounting plate 110 is not being used. In one embodiment, the
fixed nut 126 is located along the length of the stud 114 such that the second stud end 122
does not extend into the slot 90 of the mounting device 74 when the stud 114 is tightened
onto the mounting device 74. Having this stud end 122 extend into the slot 90 could
potentially damage the standing seam 42.
[0075]

The clamping member 142 includes a base 154 that is disposed on the fixed nut

26 of the stud 114. A hole 158 extends through the base 154 and is aligned with a
threaded hole 98 of the mounting device 74. In the illustrated embodiment, the hole 156
in the clamping member 142 is not threaded such that the clamping member 142 may
"slide" along the stud 114.
[0076]

A pair of clamping legs 146 that are disposed in opposing relation extend

upwardly from the base 154 in a direction that is at least generally away from the
mounting device 74 when the mounting assembly 70a is installed, such that the base 154
and clamping legs 146 define an at least generally U-shaped structure. Each clamping leg
146 includes an extension 150 and an engagement section 152. The engagement sections
152 are disposed in a different orientation than the extensions 150, and function to provide

a surface to engage and clamp a structure to the mounting assembly 70a. In the illustrated
embodiment, the engagement sections 150 include teeth, serrations, or the like to enhance
the "grip" on the structure being clamped to the mounting assembly 70a. The clamping

legs 146 may be of any appropriate size, shape, and/or configuration for clamping a
structure to the mounting assembly 70a. Generally, a pocket 160 is defined between each
engagement section 152 and the underlying mounting plate 110/mounting device 74 for
receiving a structure to be clamped to the mounting assembly 70a.
[0077]

Fig. 7A illustrates one of the mounting assemblies 70a from Fig. 2, which again

interfaces with a pair of solar cell modules 58. Installation of such a mounting assembly
70a could entail directing at least the upper portion of the standing seam 42 into the slot 90
of the mounting device 74. Thereafter, the mounting device 74 may be secured to the
standing seam 42 using at least one seam fastener 106. Once again, the seam fastener 106
may be directed through the mounting device 74 and into the slot 90 to force a
corresponding portion of the standing seam 42 against the opposing slot sidewall 92b.
[0078]

The mounting plate 110 may be disposed on the upper surface 78 of the

mounting device 74 such that its hole 112 is aligned with a threaded hole 98 on the
mounting device 74 that will receive the stud 114. The second stud end 122 may then be
directed through the hole 112 of the mounting plate 110 such that the stud 114 may be
threaded to the mounting device 74 (e.g., using a wrench on the fixed nut 126 to clamp the
mounting plate 110 between the fixed nut 126 and the mounting device 74). At this time,
the lower surface of the fixed nut 126 engages the upper surface of the mounting plate 110
or a corresponding surface of the mounting device 74 if the mounting plate 110 is not
used. As previously noted, and as illustrated in Fig. 7A, in one embodiment the second
stud end 122 does not pass into the slot 90 of the mounting device 74. It should be
appreciated that the mounting plate 110 and stud 114 could be installed on the mounting
device 74 prior to its installation on the standing seam 42.
[0079]

A frame 62 from one of the solar cell modules 58 may be positioned on one side

of the mounting plate 110, while a frame 62 from another of the solar cell modules 58 may
be positioned on the opposite side of the mounting plate 110. The clamping member 142
may or may not be positioned on the stud 114 at the time the solar cell module frames 62
are positioned on the mounting plate 110. In any case, the first stud end 118 may be
directed through the hole 158 on the base 154 of the clamping member 142. At this time a
portion of one solar cell module frame 62 will then be positioned between the mounting
plate 110 and the engagement section 152 of one of the clamping legs 146, while a portion
of another solar cell module frame 62 will then be positioned between the mounting plate
110 and the engagement section 152 of the other clamping leg 146. The nut 128 may then
be threaded onto the first stud end 118 of the stud 114 until the engagement sections 152

of the clamping member 142 exert a desired force on the two solar cell module frames 62
(e.g., to clamp these frames 62 between the engagement sections 152 of the clamping

member 142 and the mounting plate 110, or between the engagement sections 152 of the
clamping member 142 and the mounting device 74 if the mounting plate 110 is not being
used). That is, turning the nut 128 may move the clamping member 142 along the stud
114 and toward the mounting device 74 (e.g., by the clamping member 142 "sliding" along
the stud 114) to generate the desired clamping action. It should be appreciated that the
clamping member 142 and possibly the nut 128 could be pre-positioned on the stud 114
before the solar cell module frames 62 are positioned on the mounting plate 110, although
this may require that the clamping member 142 be lifted to a degree when the solar cell
module frames 62 are positioned on the mounting plate 110 to accommodate positioning
the frames 62 under the engagement sections 152 of the clamping member 142.
[0080]

As evident by a review of Fig. 7A, the stud 114 may extend beyond the nut 128

in the installed configuration. Preferably the first threaded section l30a of the stud 114 is
of a length that allows the mounting assembly 70a to be used to clamp structures of
various thicknesses to the mounting assembly 70a. For instance, Fig. 7B illustrates a pair
of solar cell module frames 62' being clamped to the mounting assembly 70a, where these
frames 62' are thicker than the frames 62 presented in Fig. 7A. In one embodiment, the
length of the first threaded section l30a is at least about 1.5 inches, and which
accommodates use of the mounting assembly 70a to clamp solar cell modules of a number
of different thicknesses (e.g., the fixed nut 126 may be spaced from the first stud end 118
by a distance of at least about 1.5 inches, the first threaded section l30a may extend all the
way to the fixed nut 126, or both).
[0081]

The above-described mounting assemblies 70a may be used to simultaneously

engage the frame 62 of a pair of solar cell modules 58. In at least some cases, there may
only be a need to engage a single solar cell 58, such as in the case of those solar cells 58
that are disposed closest to an edge 36 of the building surface 34 (Fig. 2). Fig. 7C
illustrates a configuration for this situation, and which is identified by reference numeral
70b. Corresponding parts of the mounting assemblies 70a and 70b are identified by the
same reference numeral. The only difference between the mounting assembly 70b and the
mounting assembly 70a is that an additional nut 128 is used by the mounting assembly
70b. Therefore, the remainder of the discussion presented above also applies to the
mounting assembly 70b.

[0082]

Generally, one nut 128 is threaded onto the first stud end 118, followed by

positioning a clamping member 142 over the first stud end 118 and onto the stud 114, then
followed by a second nut 128 that is threaded onto the first stud end 118. The lower nut
128 may be threaded down a sufficient distance on the stud 114. Thereafter, the top nut
128 may be threaded to clamp a solar cell module frame 62" between the mounting plate

110 and the engagement section 152 of one of the clamping members 142. The lower nut
128 may then be threaded upwardly on the stud 118 to engage the underside of the base

154 of the clamping member 142.

[0083]

Another embodiment of a mounting assembly, which may be used for mounting

photovoltaic or solar cell modules to a building surface having a plurality of standing
seams defined by a plurality of interconnected panels, is illustrated in Figs. 8A-F and is
identified by reference numeral 70c. Corresponding components between the mounting
assembly 70c and the above-discussed mounting assembly 70a are identified by the same
reference numerals. Those corresponding components between these two embodiments
that differ in at least some respect are identified by the same reference numeral, but with a
"single prime" designation in relation to the mounting assembly 70c.
[0084]

The mounting assembly 70c of Figs. 8A-F utilizes the above-discussed mounting

device 74, clamping member 142, and stud 114. All of the features discussed above in
relation to each of these components remain equally applicable to the mounting assembly
70c. The mounting assembly 70c does utilize a mounting plate 110' that is positioned on

an upper surface 78 of the mounting device 74, and that is located between the clamping

member 142 and the mounting device 74 in a dimension corresponding with the length
dimension of the stud 114. However, the mounting place 110' is of a different
configuration than the mounting plate 110 utilized by the mounting assembly 70a, and
therefore the "single prime" designation is utilized.
[0085]

The mounting plate 110' includes an upper surface 170 and an oppositely

disposed lower surface 176. The upper surface 170 includes a plurality of grounding
projections 172. The grounding projections 172 may be integrally formed with a
remainder of the mounting plate 110' (e.g., the mounting plate 110' and grounding
projections 172 may be of one-piece construction, such that the individual grounding
projections 172 do not need to be separately attached to the mounting plate 110'). Any
appropriate number of grounding projections 172 may be utilized. Each grounding
projection 172 may be of any appropriate size, shape, and/or configuration. The various

grounding projections 172 may be equally spaced from the stud 114, may be equally
spaced about the stud 114, or both.
[0086]

In one embodiment, the number of grounding projections 172 is selected and the

grounding projections 172 are arranged such that at least one grounding projection 172
will engage each photovoltaic module being mounted to a building surface by the clamp
assembly 70c, regardless of the angular position of the mounting plate 110' relative to the
stud 114. "Angular position" does not mean that the mounting plate 110' is disposed at an

angle relative to the upper surface 78 of the mounting device 74. Instead, "angular
position" means a position of the mounting plate 110' that may be realized by rotating the
mounting plate 110' relative to the stud 114 and/or the mounting device 74. For example,
the ends 94 of the mounting device 74 may define the 12 o'clock and 6 o'clock positions.
The mounting plate 110' may be positioned on the mounting device 74 with each of its
grounding projections 172 being disposed at any angle relative to the 12 o'clock position
(e.g., in the 1 o'clock position, in the 2 o'clock position, in the 8 o'clock position, etc), and

yet at least one grounding projection 172 will engage each photovoltaic module being
mounted to a building surface by the clamp assembly 70c. The "angle" of each such
grounding projection 172 is the angle between first and second reference lines that are
disposed within a common plane, the first reference line remaining in a fixed position
relative to the mounting plate 110' and extending from the stud 114, for instance, to the 12
o'clock position. The second reference line may also extend from the stud 114 to a
particular grounding projection 172, and thereby may rotate along with the mounting plate
110' as its angular position is adjusted relative to the stud 114 and/or mounting device 74.
[0087]

The grounding projections 172 may facilitate establishing an electrical

connection with and/or grounding one or more photovoltaic modules. In some
embodiments, the grounding projections 172 may comprise a sharpened point or edge to
pierce or penetrate a surface or surface coating of a frame/frame section of a photovoltaic
module so as to be able to establish an electrical connection with the underlying metal of
the frame/frame section. The grounding projections 172 may be characterized as
providing electrical continuity between adjacent photovoltaic modules that are positioned
on the same mounting plate 110' (e.g., an electrical path may encompass or include the

frame of one photovoltaic module, one or more grounding projections 172 engaged
therewith, the mounting plate 110', one or more additional grounding projections 172, and
the frame of another photovoltaic module engaged by such an additional grounding
projection(s) 172). This may be referred to in the art as "bonding." In any case, the

grounding projections 172 may be used in providing a grounding function for a
corresponding photovoltaic module(s). The electrical connection provided by the
grounding projections 172 may be used to electrically connect adjacent photovoltaic
modules (e.g., those positioned on a common mounting plate 110'), and which may be
used to provide an electrical path to ground a string or collection of photovoltaic modules.
[0088]

The mounting plate 110' also includes a raised structure 174 on its upper surface

170. The raised structure 174 may be disposed about the un-threaded hole 112 in the

mounting plate 110' through which the stud 114 passes. Generally and as will be
discussed in more detail below, the raised structure 174 may be used to determine where a
photovoltaic module should be positioned on the upper surface 170 of the mounting plate
110' to ensure that the clamping member 142 will adequately engage not only this
photovoltaic module, but an adjacently disposed photovoltaic module as well. As such,
the raised structure 174 may be characterized as a positional registrant or alignment
feature for each adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules being clamped by a common
mounting assembly 70c.
[0089]

The raised structure 174 may be integrally formed with a remainder of the

mounting plate 110' (e.g., the mounting plate 110' and raised structure 174 may be of onepiece construction, such that the raised structure 174 does not need to be separately
attached to the mounting plate 110'). The raised structure 174 may be characterized as
being doughnut-shaped. The raised structure 174 may extend completely about the stud
114, the stud 114 may extend through a center of the raised structure 174, or both. The
raised structure 174 may be circular in a plan view. This alleviates the requirement to
have the mounting plate 110' be in a certain angular position on the upper surface 78 of the
mounting device 74 to provide its positional registration or alignment function in relation
to the photovoltaic modules to be clamped. An outer perimeter of the raised structure 174
and an outer perimeter of the mounting plate 110' may be concentrically disposed relative
to the stud 114. The raised structure 174 may be centrally disposed relative to an outer
perimeter of the mounting plate 110'.
[0090]

The lower surface 176 of the mounting plate 110' includes a plurality of wiring

tabs or clips 178. The wiring clips 178 may be integrally formed with a remainder of the
mounting plate 110' (e.g., the mounting plate 110' and wiring clips 178 may be of onepiece construction, such that the individual wiring clips 178 do not need to be separately
attached to the mounting plate 110'). For instance, the wiring clips 178 could be
"stamped" from the body of the mounting plate 110'. In this regard, the mounting plate

110' includes an aperture 184 for each such wiring clip 178. Any appropriate number of
wiring clips 178 may be utilized. The various wiring clips 178 may be equally spaced
from the stud 114, may be equally spaced about the stud 114, or both. In some
embodiments, the mounting plate 110' may comprise one or more apertures 184 that do
not correspond to a wiring clip 178.
[0091]

In one embodiment, a number of wiring clips 178 is selected and the wiring clips

178 are arranged such that at least one wiring clip 178 should be available for

holding/retaining one or more wires from/for each photovoltaic module being mounted to
a building surface by the clamp assembly 70c, regardless of the angular position of the
mounting plate 110' relative to the stud 114 and/or mounting device 74.
[0092]

Each wiring clip 178 may be of any appropriate size, shape, and/or configuration.

In the illustrated embodiment, each wiring clip 178 includes a first segment l80a that
extends away from the lower surface 176 of the mounting plate 110', along with a second
segment l80b that extends from a distal end of the first segment l80a. The second
segment l80b may be disposed at least generally parallel with the lower surface 176 of the
mounting plate 110'. In any case, the second segment l80b may include a recessed region
182 (e.g., a concave area) to facilitate retention of one or more wires and/or quick-connect

leads.
[0093]

A wiring clip 178 may be used to support and/or retain the quick-connect lead(s)

associated with one of the photovoltaic modules being clamped by the corresponding
mounting assembly 70c (e.g., by being positioned within the space between the second
segment l80b of a given wiring clip 178 and the lower surface 176 of the mounting plate
110', for instance by resting in a concave portion of the second segment l80b in the form
of the recessed region 182). Other wires could be directed into the space between the
second segment l80b of a given wiring clip 178 and the lower surface 176 of the
mounting plate 110'.
[0094]

Another function is indirectly provided by the wiring clips 178. The aperture

184 associated with each wiring clip 178 provides a space through which an installer may

direct a cable or zip tie or the like to bundle together various wires that may be located at a
lower elevation than the mounting plate 110' (e.g., wires underneath the mounting
assembly 70c; wires underneath a photovoltaic module being clamped by the mounting
assembly 70c; wires in a space between a pair of photovoltaic modules being clamped by
the mounting assembly 70c).

[0095]

Fig. 8F schematically illustrates the positional registration/alignment function

provided by the raised structure 174 of the mounting plate 110'. Here the frame 62 of one
photovoltaic module 58 being clamped by the mounting assembly 70c abuts one portion
on a perimeter of the raised structure 174, while the frame 62 of another photovoltaic
module 58 being clamped by the mounting assembly 70c is disposed adjacent to (or
possibly abutting with) an oppositely disposed portion on the perimeter of the raised
structure 174. In one embodiment, the width or outer diameter of the raised structure 174
is the same as or slightly larger than the spacing between the two extensions 150 of the
clamping member 142. In any case, the raised structure 174 should be sized such that
when an adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules 58 are positioned to abut oppositely
disposed portions on the perimeter of the raised structure 174, the clamping member 142
should be positionable on the stud 114 and should properly engage these photovoltaic
modules.
[0096]

At least one grounding projection 172 of the mounting plate 110' shown in Fig.

8F should be engaged with the frame 62 of one photovoltaic module 58 shown in Fig. 8F,

and at least one other grounding projection 172 of this same mounting plate 110' should be
engaged with the frame 62 of the other photovoltaic module 58 shown in Fig. 8F. This
again provides electrical continuity between the two modules 58 shown in Fig. 8F - an
electrical path exists from one module 58 to the other module 58 via the mounting plate
110' and each grounding projection 172 that is engaged with either of the modules 58.
[0097]

Fig. 9A illustrates the positional registration or alignment function provided by

the mounting plate 110' incorporating a raised structure 174 (which thereby may be
referred to as a PV module positional registrant). In Fig. 9A, the mounting devices 74 are
attached to the standing seams 42 such that the frame 62 of the photovoltaic module 58
engages a portion on the outer perimeter of the raised structure 174. The clamping
member 142 for each such mounting device 74 should not only be in proper position to
adequately engage the frame 62 of the photovoltaic module 58 shown in Fig. 9A, but the
clamping member 142 for each such mounting device 74 should also be in proper position
to adequately engage the frame 62 of another photovoltaic module 58 that would be
positioned in the uphill direction A (e.g., the arrow A indicating the direction of increasing
elevation) from the illustrated photovoltaic module 58. The frame 62 of this "uphill"
photovoltaic module 58 would likely engage an opposing portion of the raised structure
174 (or be disposed in closely spaced relation thereto). Any "downward drifting" of this

uphill photovoltaic module 58 should be stopped by engaging the raised structure 174 of
the "downhill" mounting assemblies 70c.
[0098]

In Fig. 9B, the mounting assembly 70a has been used, the mounting plate 110 of

which does not incorporate the raised structure 174 from the mounting plate 110' of Figs.
8A-F. The uphill photovoltaic module 58a (the arrow B in Fig. 9B indicating the downhill
direction, or direction of decreasing elevation) has been positioned relative to the three
lower mounting devices 74 such that its frame 62 is quite close to the hole 112 of the three
lower mounting plates 110 (through which the stud 114 is directed to threadably engage
the mounting device 74). The three clamping members 142 associated with these three
"downhill" mounting plates 110 may not sufficiently engage the downhill photovoltaic
module 58b.
[0099]

The mounting plate 110' from the mounting assembly 70c of Figs. 8A-F uses a

single raised structure 174 to provide a positional registration or alignment function for
each of the two photovoltaic modules that may be clamped by a single mounting assembly
70c. Other types of positional registration or alignment features may be incorporated by a

mounting plate. One representative embodiment is illustrated in Figs. 10A-B in the form
of a mounting plate 110". Generally, the mounting plate 110" may be used in place of the
mounting plate 110' discussed above. Although not shown, it should be appreciated that
the mounting plate 110" may also utilize the grounding projections 172 and/or wiring clips
178 (and their associated apertures 184).

[00100] The mounting plate 110" of Figs. 10A and 10B differs from the mounting plate

110' of Figs. 8A-F in a number of respects. One is the shape of the mounting plate 110'.
Each of these mounting plates 110', 110" may be of any appropriate shape in relation to
their respective outer perimeters (e.g., circular as in the case of the mounting plate 110';
square as in the case of the mounting plate 110"; rectangular). Another is that the
mounting plate 110" utilizes at least two discrete PV module positional registrants 190.
Each of the PV module positional registrants 190 may be of any appropriate size, shape,
and/or configuration. The PV module positional registrants 190 may be integrally formed
with a remainder of the mounting plate 110" as shown where they have been stamped
from the mounting plate 110" (creating corresponding apertures 192), or the PV module
registrants 190 could be separately attached to the mounting plate 110". When the
mounting plate 110" is positioned in the proper orientation on a mounting device 74, one
of the PV module positional registrants 190 may be used to position one photovoltaic
module on the mounting plate 110" (e.g., by this first photovoltaic module butting up

against this first PV module positional registrant 190) such that it should be adequately
engaged by the clamping member 142, and furthermore such that the other or second
photovoltaic module to be positioned on the mounting plate 110" should also be
adequately engaged by this same clamping member 142. In this regard, this second
photovoltaic module may be positioned such that it butts up against the other or second of
the PV module positional registrants 190 of the mounting plate 110".
[00101] As there are only two PV module positional registrants 190 in the illustrated

embodiment of Figs. 10A and 10B, the mounting plate 110" may need to be in a certain
angular position or orientation on the mounting device 74 to provide a positional
registration or alignment function for the two photovoltaic modules to be clamped by the
associated mounting assembly. An installer could be required to place the mounting plate
110" onto the mounting device 74 in the correct angular position or orientation. Another
option is for the mounting plate 110" to include one or more mounting device positional
registrants 194 that facilitate the positioning of the mounting plate 110" onto the upper
surface 78 of the mounting device 74 such that the PV module positional registrants 190
should be positioned to provide a positional registration or alignment function for the two
photovoltaic modules to be clamped by the associated mounting assembly. In the
illustrated embodiment, the mounting plate 110" includes a pair of mounting device
positional registrants 194 - a separate mounting device positional registrant 194 for each
of the two opposite ends 94 of the mounting device 74 (e.g., one mounting device
positional registrant 194 may engage one end 94 of the mounting device 74, and another
mounting device positional registrant 194 may engage the opposite end 94 of the mounting
device 74). A pair of mounting device positional registrants could be utilized by the
mounting plate 110" to engage the two opposite side surfaces 82 of the mounting device
74 to place the mounting plate 110" in the correct angular position relative to the mounting

device 74. Yet another option would be to have at least one mounting device positional
registrant for the mounting plate 110" that engages an end 94 of the mounting device 74
and at least one mounting device positional registrant for the mounting plate 110" that
engages one of the side surfaces 82 of the mounting device 74. Any appropriate way of
positionally registering the mounting plate 110" relative to the mounting device 74 may be
utilized.
[00102] One embodiment of a mounting assembly (e.g., for photovoltaic modules) is

illustrated in Fig. 11 and is identified by reference numeral 200. The mounting assembly
200 generally includes a mounting device 210, a mounting plate or disk/disc 230, a

fastening assembly 270, and a clamp or clamping member 320. The mounting assembly
200, more specifically the clamp 320, is adapted to engage a single photovoltaic module of

a photovoltaic module array (e.g., photovoltaic module array 54 shown in Fig. 2) of any
appropriate size and/or configuration, where rows of photovoltaic modules are typically
disposed perpendicular to the pitch of a sloped roofing surface and where columns of
photovoltaic modules are typically disposed along the pitch of such a sloped roofing
surface. Typically the clamp 320 of the mounting assembly 200 will engage a single

photovoltaic module that is disposed along an edge of the photovoltaic module array, and
thus the clamp 320 may also be referred to as an "edge grab" or configured for an edge
grab application.
[00103] The mounting device 210 is attachable to a building surface of any appropriate

type, and as such the mounting device 210 may be of any appropriate configuration for a
particular application/building surface configuration. The illustrated mounting device 210
is adapted for installation on a standing seam defined by a pair of interconnected panels

that are part of such a building surface. As such, the mounting device 210 is least
generally in accordance with the mounting device 74 discussed above in relation to Fig. 5 .
[00104] The mounting device 210 includes an upper surface 212, an oppositely disposed

bottom surface 216, a pair of laterally spaced side surfaces 214, and a pair of ends 220.
The ends 220 for the mounting device 210 will be spaced along a standing seam when the
mounting device 210 is in an installed configuration. One or more threaded holes 222 will
extend between one or more of the side surfaces 214 and a slot 218 that is incorporated by
the bottom surface 216 and that extends between the two ends 220 of the mounting device
210 (e.g., Fig. 16A). A separate seam fastener 224 may be threadably engaged with the
mounting device 210 (e.g., Fig. 19C), via a corresponding threaded hole 222, to secure a
standing seam within the slot 218 (e.g., Fig. 16A; see also Fig. 5). The upper surface 212
of the mounting device 210 also may include a threaded hole 226 (e.g., Fig. 19C; see also
Fig. 5) for detachably connecting the mounting device 210 with the fastening assembly

270 (more specifically a threaded shaft 284 of a stanchion 280).
[00105] Details of the mounting plate 230 are illustrated in Figs. 11 and 12A-D. The

mounting plate 230 includes an upper surface 232 and an oppositely disposed lower
surface 234. Part of the lower surface 234 of the mounting plate 230 is disposed on the
upper surface 212 of the mounting device 210. An outer perimeter 236 for the mounting
plate 230 extends beyond a perimeter of the upper surface 212 of the mounting device
210. Stated another way, the surface area defined by the outer perimeter 236 of the

mounting plate 230 is larger than a surface area of the upper surface 212 of the mounting
device 210 on which the mounting plate 230 is positioned. A portion of a photovoltaic
module being engaged by the mounting assembly 200 will thereby be positioned on a
portion of the mounting plate 230 that is not directly supported by an underlying portion of
the mounting device 210. Although the outer perimeter 236 is circular for the illustrated
embodiment, other configurations may be appropriate.
[00106] The upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 includes a first or inner annular

projection 238 and a second or outer annular projection 252. A circular configuration is
used for each of the inner annular projection 238 and the outer annular projection 252,
although other configurations may be appropriate. A plurality of ribs 254 extend from the
inner annular projection 238 to the outer annular projection 252. These ribs 254 are
radially spaced about a hole 250 that extends through the mounting plate 230 (e.g., the ribs
254 are in a spoked or spoke-like configuration on the upper surface 232; each rib 254

may be characterized as extending along a separate radius relative to a center of the

mounting plate 230). Any appropriate number of ribs 254 may be utilized. Although the
ribs 254 are shown as being equally spaced in the radial dimension (e.g., about the hole
250), other configurations may be appropriate. The ribs beneficially stiffen the mounting

plate 230.
[00107] The hole 250 (e.g., defining a center of the mounting plate 230 relative to its

outer perimeter 236), the inner annular projection 238, and the outer annular projection
252 are concentrically disposed relative to each other in the illustrated embodiment, with

the inner annular projection 238 being disposed radially outwardly of the hole 250, and
with the outer annular projection 252 being disposed radially outwardly of the inner
annular projection 238. The inner annular projection 238 protrudes further than the outer
annular projection 252 (e.g., an upper surface of the inner annular projection 238 is
disposed at a higher elevation than an upper surface of the outer annular projection 252
when the mounting plate 230 is horizontally disposed and with its upper surface 232
projecting upwardly), while an upper surface of the ribs 254 and an upper surface of the
outer annular projection 252 are disposed at a common elevation.
[00108] A receptacle base 246 is disposed radially inwardly of the inner annular

projection 238 and is recessed relative to an upper surface of the inner annular projection
238 (e.g., an upper surface of the inner annular projection 238 is disposed at a higher

elevation than the receptacle base 246 when the mounting plate 230 is horizontally
disposed and with its upper surface 232 projecting upwardly). The recessed receptacle

base 246 allows the stanchion 280 to be received therein, such that the threaded shaft 284
of the stanchion 280 can be shorter than would otherwise be required, resulting in material
savings. The hole 250 extends through this receptacle base 246 and is not threaded. A

receptacle 248 (for a portion of a standoff or stanchion 280 of the fastening assembly 270
(discussed in more detail below)) is collectively defined by inner annular projection 238
and the receptacle base 246.
[00109] A plurality of electrical contacts, bonding spikes, or bonding projections 256 are

incorporated by the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230. One bonding spike 256
is disposed between each adjacent pair of ribs 254 and each bonding spike 256 protrudes

further than its corresponding pair of ribs 254 (e.g., an uppermost portion of each bonding
spike 256 is disposed at a higher elevation than an uppermost surface of its corresponding

adjacent pair of ribs 254 when the mounting plate 230 is horizontally disposed and with its
upper surface 232 projecting upwardly). When a photovoltaic module is positioned on the
upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230, at least one of the bonding spikes 256 should
engage such a photovoltaic module so as to be electrically connected therewith. The
mounting plate 230 accommodates having two photovoltaic modules positioned thereon
and in opposing relation to one another, with each such photovoltaic module being

engaged by at least one bonding spike 256 and with the inner annular projection 238 of the
mounting plate 230 being disposed between these two photovoltaic modules.
[00110] The bonding spikes 256 facilitate establishing an electrical connection with a

photovoltaic module when positioned on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230
(e.g., by engaging a frame or frame section of such a photovoltaic module, and which may

require that one or more bonding spikes 256 pierce or penetrate a surface or surface
coating of this frame/frame section). Each bonding spike 256 utilizes a plurality of
upwardly projecting teeth for engaging a corresponding/overlying photovoltaic module.
Other configurations may be appropriate for the bonding spikes 256. Use of more
substantial bonding spikes 256 (e.g. with a larger cross-section, greater height, and/or
multiple points per spike) beneficially increases the ability of the bonding spikes 256 to
continue to function for their intended purpose during a plurality of photovoltaic module
installation cycles. In other words, if a photovoltaic module is installed on a mounting
plate 230, then removed, the bonding spikes 256 will still function for their intended
purpose upon reinstallation of the photovoltaic module or installation of another
photovoltaic module thereon.

[00111] The bonding spikes 256 may be used to provide a grounding function for a

photovoltaic module array. A plurality of photovoltaic modules may be arranged to define
an array. In the case of a pitched building surface that incorporates a PV module array, a

column of a plurality of photovoltaic modules will typically be installed such that the
column runs with/parallel to the pitch of the building surface. Each such photovoltaic
module in a given column will thereby have an upper edge and an oppositely disposed
lower edge on its perimeter (the upper edge being at a higher elevation than its
corresponding lower edge), with both the upper edge and lower edge for each photovoltaic
module in a given column extending orthogonal/transversely to the pitch of the building
surface. Adjacent pairs of photovoltaic modules in a given column may be secured to the

underlying pitched building surface using one of more of the mounting assemblies 200d
(Figs. 21-24B), using one or more of the mounting assemblies 200e (Figs. 25A-25D), or

using one or more of the mounting assemblies 200f (Figs. 26A-26C), namely by such a
mounting assembly engaging both the lower edge of one photovoltaic module and the
upper edge of the adjacent photovoltaic module in the same column. The lower edge of
the last photovoltaic module in a given column - the photovoltaic module that is at the
lowest elevation in relation to the entire column - may be secured to the underlying
pitched building surface using one or more of the mounting assemblies 200 (Figs. 1117B), using one or more of the mounting assemblies 200b (Figs. 18A-18D), using one or

more of the mounting assemblies 200c (Figs. 19A-20B), using one of more of the
mounting assemblies 200d (Figs. 21-24B), using one or more of the mounting assemblies
200e (Figs. 25A-25D), or using one or more of the mounting assemblies 200f (Figs. 26A26C). Each of these mounting assemblies uses a mounting plate 230/230c with the

bonding spikes 256. Each photovoltaic module in a given column is thereby at the same
electrical potential via the described mounting assemblies. In the case where a pair of
photovoltaic modules are positioned on a mounting plate 230 (e.g., the mounting assembly
200d of Figs. 21-24B; the mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 25A-25D; the mounting
assembly 200f of Figs. 26A-26D), the corresponding mounting plate 230 provides an
electrical path between these two photovoltaic modules by one or more of the bonding
spikes 256 engaging one of the photovoltaic modules and by a different one or more of the
bonding spikes 256 engaging the other of the photovoltaic modules. This may be referred
to as "bonding" or "electrically bonding" an adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules
utilizing the mounting plate 230 and its plurality of bonding spikes 256. As such, the
mounting assemblies 200d (Figs. 21-24B), the mounting assemblies 200e (Figs. 25A-

25D), and mounting assemblies 200f (Figs. 26A-26C) may be used to electrically bond an

entire column of a PV module array. Adjacent columns in a given PV module array may
be disposed at the same electrical potential by running one more grounding wires between
each of the columns (e.g., between a photovoltaic module (e.g., a frame section thereof) or
a mounting assembly (e.g., mounting plate 230) in one column, and a photovoltaic module
(e.g., a frame section thereof) or a mounting assembly (e.g., mounting plate 230) in

another column). With the entire PV module array being at the same electrical potential, a
wire can run from the array to ground.
[00112] An outer annulus 258 of the mounting plate 230 is recessed relative to an upper

surface of the inner annular projection 238, an upper surface of the ribs 254, and an upper
surface of the outer annular projection 252. An upper surface of the inner annular
projection 238, an upper surface of the ribs 254, and an upper surface of the outer annular
projection 252 are all disposed at a higher elevation than the outer annulus 258 when the
mounting plate 230 is horizontally disposed and with its upper surface 232 projecting
upwardly. The outer annulus 258 includes a plurality of first cutouts 260 and a plurality of
second cutouts 262. Any appropriate number of first cutouts 260 and any appropriate
number of second cutouts 262 may be utilized, and the various cutouts 260, 262 may be
disposed in any appropriate arrangement about the outer annulus 258 of the mounting
plate 230. In the illustrated embodiment, a cutout 262 is disposed between each adjacent
pair of cutouts 260 in the radial dimension. Each cutout 260 provides a space for a wire
management device to pass through or connect to the mounting plate 230, while each
cutout 262 provides a smaller space for a wire management device (e.g., a zip tie) to pass
through or connect to the mounting plate 230. Having different sizes for the cutouts 260
compared to the cutouts 262 provides the benefit of and/or allows wire management
devices of different sizes and geometries to pass through or connect to the mounting plate
230.
[00113] The fastening assembly 270 for the mounting assembly 200 includes a stanchion

or standoff 280 and a clamping fastener 310. Generally, the stanchion 280 is detachably
connected with the mounting device 210. The clamping fastener 310 engages the clamp
320 and is detachably connected with the stanchion 282 in order to move the clamp 320

relative to the stanchion 280 to clamp a photovoltaic module between the clamp 320 and
the mounting plate 230.
[00114] Referring to Fig. 11 and Figs. 13A-13C, the stanchion 280 includes body 294 and

a threaded shaft 284 that extends from an end 300 of this body 294. A free end of the

threaded shaft 284 defines a first end 282 of the stanchion 280. A threaded hole 286 is on
a second end 290 of the stanchion 280 (which also coincides with a second end of the
body 294). The spacing between the ends 282, 290 of the stanchion 280 define its length
dimension. An upper annulus 292 is rounded and/or beveled proximate the second end
290 of the stanchion 280. The body 294 includes a cylindrical sidewall 296. The body
294 also includes at least one pair of flats 298 that are preferably disposed in opposing
relation to one another, and in any case that may be utilized to rotate the stanchion 280
relative to the mounting device 210 in at least certain instances.
[00115] The threaded shaft 284 of the stanchion 280 is directed into the stanchion

receptacle 248 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 and then is directed
through the hole 250 within the stanchion receptacle 248 for engagement with the threaded
hole 226 on the upper surface 212 of the mounting device 210 (e.g., Fig. 26C; see also Fig.
5). When the stanchion 280 is appropriately secured to the mounting device 210, typically

a lower portion of the body 294 of the stanchion 280 will be disposed within the stanchion
receptacle 248 of the mounting plate 230 and the end 300 of the body 294 of the stanchion
280 will be engaged with the receptacle base 246 within the stanchion receptacle 248 of
the mounting plate 230. Preferably, the threaded shaft 284 of the stanchion 280 will not
extend into the slot 218 on the bottom surface 216 of the mounting device 210 in the
installed configuration of the mounting assembly 200.
[00116] Referring now to Figs. 11, 14A, and 14B, the clamping fastener 310 includes a

head 3 12 and a threaded shaft 316 that extends from this head 3 12. The head 3 12
incorporates a drive socket 3 14 (e.g., a hexagonal aperture or receptacle) for rotating the
clamping fastener 310 (e.g., relative to at least the clamp 320). The drive socket 3 14 for
the clamping fastener 310 may be of the same configuration as a drive socket that is used
by the seam fastener(s) 224 (e.g., Fig. 19C) that is used to secure the mounting device 210
to a building surface.
[00117] Details of the clamp 320 are illustrated in Figs. 11, 15 A, and 15B, where the

clamp 320 is shown as including an upper wall 330, a single clamping section 340, a first
leg, sidewall, or wall 346, and a second leg, sidewall, or wall 352 that each extend

between a pair of ends 322. A countersink 334 and a fastener aperture 332 collectively
extend through the upper wall 330 to accommodate the threaded shaft 3 16 of the clamping
fastener 310. Preferably the fastener aperture 332 of the clamp 320 is un-threaded such
that the clamping fastener 3 10 is not threadably engaged with the clamp 320 (e.g., rotation
of the clamping fastener 310 about a rotational axis 272 for the fastening assembly 270

(the rotational axis 272 being for both the clamping fastener 310 and stanchion 280)
should not rotate the clamp 320; the clamp 320 may remain in a stationary positon while

the clamping fastener 3 10 is rotated relative to the clamp 320 and about the rotational axis
272).
[00118] The first wall 346 and the second wall 352 of the clamp 320 both cantilever from

the upper wall 330 (more specifically an underside thereof), with the first wall 346 having
a free end 347 and the second wall 352 having a free end 353. The first wall 346 includes
an outer surface or outer perimeter 348 and an inner surface 350, while the second wall

352 includes an outer surface or outer perimeter 354 and an inner surface 356. The inner

surface 350 of the first wall 346 is flat or planar, as is the inner surface 356 of the second
wall 352. The inner surface 350 of the first wall 346 is spaced from and is parallel to the
inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 to collectively define a stanchion receptacle 328.
[00119] The clamping section 340 may be characterized as a portion of the upper wall

330 that extends beyond the first wall 346 (more specifically its outer surface 348). In any
case, the clamping section 340 includes an upper surface 342 and an oppositely disposed

lower surface 344, with the lower surface 344 including serrations or the like for engaging
a photovoltaic module and with the lower surface 344 being disposed at least generally
orthogonal or perpendicular to the outer surface 348 of the first wall 346. The upper
surface 342 of the clamping section 340 is sloped, converging at least generally in the
direction of the lower surface 344 in proceeding toward a free side portion of the clamping
section 340.
[00120] The outer perimeter 354 of the second wall 352 for the clamp 320 includes a slot
358 that leads to a channel 360. Both the slot 358 and the channel 360 extend between the

two ends 322 of the clamp 320. The channel 360 is defined by a channel base 364 and a
pair of lips 362 that are spaced from this channel base 364. The slot 358 provides access
to the channel 360 in at least certain instances. The channel 360 may be used for any
appropriate purpose, such as wire management, attachment of equipment shields and/or
snow retention devices, module cantilever support, and the like.
[00121] The clamping fastener 310, the clamp 320, and the stanchion 280 may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280 to the mounting device 210. The threaded
shaft 3 16 of the clamping fastener 3 10 is directed through the upper wall 330 of the clamp
320 (via the countersink 334 and the fastener aperture 332) and at least an upper section of

the stanchion 280 is positioned within the stanchion receptacle 328 of the clamp 320 such
that the shaft 3 16 of the clamping fastener 310 may be threaded into the hole 286 on the

second end 290 of the stanchion 280 (e.g., by directing the stanchion 280 through the
space between the walls 346, 352 at either of the ends 322 of the clamp 320; by directing

the stanchion 280 through the space between the walls 346, 352 at their respective fee
ends 347, 353). In one embodiment, the clamping fastener 3 10 is temporarily secured to

the stanchion 280, such as by an appropriate bond (e.g., adhesive). For instance, an
appropriate adhesive (e.g., Loctite®) may be applied to the shaft 3 16 of the clamping
fastener 310 and/or within the threaded hole 286 of the stanchion 280 to bond the
clamping fastener 3 10 to the stanchion 280. While the clamping fastener 310 and the
stanchion 280 are in a bonded state, the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280 may
be collectively rotated (e.g., using the drive socket 314 of the clamping fastener 310; about
the rotational axis 272) to thread the shaft 284 of the stanchion 280 into the hole 226 of the
mounting device 210. At this time the clamp 320 should remain in a rotationally
stationary state (i.e., both the stanchion 280 and the clamping fastener 310 should rotate,
but not the clamp 320). Once the stanchion 280 has been appropriately tightened/secured
to the mounting device 210, the bond between the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion
280 should be eliminated (e.g., break; an un-bonded state) to thereafter allow the clamping

fastener 3 10 to continue to rotate about the axis 272 and now relative to both the clamp
320 and the stanchion 280. Rotation of the clamping fastener 310 relative to the stanchion

280 will then advance the clamp 320 along the stanchion 280 and in the direction of the

first end 282 of the stanchion 280. That is, the head 3 12 of the clamping fastener 3 10 will
exert a force on the clamp 320 (the force vector being in a direction of an underlying
portion of the mounting plate 230) to advance the clamp 320 relative to the stanchion 280,
and which will thereby exert a compressive force on a photovoltaic module that is

disposed between the clamp 320 and the mounting plate 230 so as to retain such a
photovoltaic module within the mounting assembly 200.
[00122] At least a portion of the perimeter of a photovoltaic module is typically defined

by one or more frame sections. The height or thickness of these PV module frame
sections may vary. The mounting assembly 200 accommodates a range of PV module
frame section heights or thicknesses, namely by accommodating for a plurality of
positions of the clamp 320 along the stanchion 280 in a manner that will still allow for
engagement of a photovoltaic module in the following manner.
[00123] Figs. 16A and 16B illustrate use of the mounting assembly 200 to secure a

photovoltaic module having a first thickness for a frame section 370a thereof (e.g., 30
mm), where this photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section 370a) is positioned on both

the upper surface of one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper surface of part of the outer
annular projection 252 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 (the
photovoltaic module is not positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular projection
238 of the mounting plate 230). Generally: 1) the stanchion 280 is appropriately secured

to the mounting device 210 as described above; 2) the PV module frame section 370a is
clamped between the clamp 320 and the mounting plate 230 by rotating the clamping
fastener 3 10 to advance the clamp 320 toward the mounting plate 230 and relative to the
stanchion 280; 3) the lower surface 344 of the clamping section 340 for the clamp 320
engages an upper wall 372 of the PV module frame section 370a; and 4) the outer surface
348 of the first wall 346 for the clamp 320 engages at least part of an end wall 374 of the

PV module frame section 370a, and where this end wall 374 of the PV module frame
section 370a is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of an outer perimeter of the inner
annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 320 could be
configured such that the end wall 374 of the PV module frame section 370a would also
engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection
238). Small spacing exists between the underside of the upper wall 330 and the second

end 290 of the stanchion 280. In addition, opposing portions of the sidewall 296 of the
stanchion 280 engage the inner surface 350 of the first wall 346 of the clamp 320 and the
inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 of the clamp 320, and that is facilitated by having
the sidewall 296 being a cylindrical surface. There is contact (e.g., along a line) between
the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 and the inner surface 350 of the first wall 346 of the
clamp 320. There is also opposing contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of
the stanchion 280 and the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 of the clamp 320. This
provides support for the corresponding PV module. The engagement between the
stanchion 280 and the clamp 320 should reduce the chance of the corresponding PV
module "tilting" relative to the underlying building surface when compressing the PV
module frame section 370a between the clamp 320 and the mounting plate 230 as
described.
[00124] Figs. 17A and 17B illustrate use of the mounting assembly 200 to secure a

photovoltaic module having a frame section 370b with a second thickness (e.g., 42 mm),
with the PV module frame section 370b being thicker than the PV module frame section
370a of Figs. 16A and 16B, and where this photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section
370b) is positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper
surface of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper surface 232 of the

mounting plate 230 (the photovoltaic module is not positioned on an upper surface of the
inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230). Generally: 1) the stanchion 280
is appropriately secured to the mounting device 210 as described above; 2) the PV module

frame section 370b is clamped between the clamp 320 and the mounting plate 230 by
rotating the clamping fastener 3 10 to advance the clamp 320 toward the mounting plate
230 and relative to the stanchion 280; 3) the lower surface 344 of the clamping section 340
for the clamp 320 engages an upper wall 372 of the PV module frame section 370b; and 4)
the outer surface 348 of the first wall 346 for the clamp 320 engages at least part of an end
wall 374 of the PV module frame section 370b, where this end wall 374 of the PV module
frame section 370b is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the
inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 320 could be
configured such that the end wall 374 of the PV module frame section 370b would also
engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection
238). Larger spacing exists between the underside of the upper wall 330 and the second

end 290 of the stanchion 280 (i.e., larger spacing than in the embodiment shown in Fig.
16B). In addition, opposing portions of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 engage the

inner surface 350 of the first wall 346 of the clamp 320 and the inner surface 356 of the
second wall 352 of the clamp 320, facilitated by having the sidewall 296 being a
cylindrical surface. There is contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of the
stanchion 280 and the inner surface 350 of the first wall 346 of the clamp 320. There is
also opposing contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280
and the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 of the clamp 320. This provides support
for the corresponding PV module. The engagement between the stanchion 280 and the
clamp 320 should reduce the chance of the corresponding PV module "tilting" relative to
the underlying building surface when compressing the PV module frame section 370b
between the clamp 320 and the mounting plate 230 as described.
[00125] A variation of the mounting assembly 200 of Figs. 11-17B is illustrated in Figs.

18A-18D and is identified by reference numeral 200b. Corresponding components

between the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B and the embodiment of Figs. 18A-18D are
identified by the same reference numerals, and the corresponding discussion presented
above remains equally applicable unless otherwise noted to the contrary. Those
components from the embodiment of Figs. 18A-18D that differ in at least some respect
from a corresponding component of the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B use the same
reference numeral in combination with a further identifier. Notwithstanding the

discussion of differences that may exist between a component of the embodiment of Figs.
18A-18D and its corresponding component in the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B, the

remainder of the discussion of this corresponding component from the embodiment of
Figs. 11-17B will remain equally applicable to the embodiment of Figs. 18A-18D unless

otherwise noted to the contrary.
[00126] The stanchion 280b for the mounting assembly 200b of Figs. 18A-18D includes

a different configuration for the transition between its body 294 and the threaded shaft 284
compared to the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B. More specifically, the beveled transition
between the body 294 (and more specifically from the end 300) and the threaded shaft 284
beneficially ensures that the mounting plate 230 is centered on the threaded shaft 294.
Stated differently, the bevel between the threaded shaft 284 and the end 300 prevents the

mounting plate 230 from shifting relative to the threaded shaft 284 once the threaded shaft
284 has been tightened onto a mounting device 210. However, the mounting assembly
200b of Figs. 18A-18D could also use the stanchion 280 from the mounting assembly 200.

The clamping fastener 3 lOb for the mounting assembly 200b of Figs. 18A-18D includes a
different shape for its head 3l2b. Moreover, the head 3l2b for the clamping fastener 3 lOb
is positioned on the upper wall 330 of the clamp 320b. However, the mounting assembly

200b of Figs. 18A-18D could also use clamping fastener 3 10 from the mounting assembly

200 and the clamp 320b could also include a countersink 334 for receiving the head of a
clamping fastener in accordance with the mounting assembly 200. In any case, a hole
extends completely through the clamp 320b to accommodate the passage of the threaded
shaft 316 through the upper wall 330 of the clamp 320b. In some embodiments, there is
no threaded engagement between the clamping fastener 3 lOb and the clamp 320b (e.g.,
such that rotation of the clamping fastener 3 lOb does not rotate the clamp 320b).
[00127] The primary distinction between the mounting assembly 200b of Figs. 18A-18D

and the mounting assembly 200 of Figs. 11-17B is the configuration of the clamp 320b,

namely with regard to the configuration of its first wall 346'. As the configuration of the
first wall 346' has changed, its outer surface is identified by reference numeral 348', its
inner surface is identified by reference numeral 350', and the stanchion receptacle is
identified by reference numeral 328b. There are three sections that collectively define the
first wall 346' for the clamp 320b - an upper section 346a, an intermediate section 346b,
and a lower section 346c - and these sections 346a, 346b, and 346c are of a common wall

thickness. The first wall 346' has a free end 347. The upper section 346a and the lower
section 346c may be characterized as being disposed in parallel relation to one another,

with the intermediate section 346b being disposed in a different orientation (relative to
both the upper section 346a and the lower section 346c) and extending from the upper
section 346a to the lower section 346c at least generally in the direction of a reference
plane 274. This reference plane 274 is disposed in the stanchion receptacle 328b for the
clamp 320b and is thereby located between the walls 346', 352. The reference plane 274

may be characterized as being oriented so as to be parallel to both at least part of the inner

surface 350' of the first wall 346' (e.g., the portion corresponding with the upper section
346a and the lower section 346c) and at least part of the inner surface 356 of the second
wall 352 (or the entirety thereof, for the illustrated embodiment). The reference plane 274
may also bisect the hole 250 through the mounting plate 230.
[00128] The inner surface 350' of both the upper section 346a and the lower section 346c

are parallel to the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352, as well as the reference plane
274. However, a first spacing exists between the inner surface 350' of the upper section

346a and the reference plane 274, and a second spacing exists between the inner surface
350' of the lower section 346c and the reference plane 274, with the first spacing being

larger than the second spacing. Stated another way, the inner surface 350' of the upper
section 346a is further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 356 of the
second wall 352) than the inner surface 350' of the lower section 346c. Stated yet another
way, the inner surface 350' of the lower section 346c is closer to the reference plane 274
(and to the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352) than the inner surface 350' of the
upper section 346a.
[00129] A third spacing exists between the outer surface 348' of the upper section 346a

and the reference plane 274, and a fourth spacing exists between the outer surface 348' of

the lower section 346c and the reference plane 274, with the third spacing being larger
than the fourth spacing. Stated another way, the outer surface 348' of the upper section
346a is further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 356 of the second
wall 352) than the outer surface 346' of the lower section 346c. Stated yet another way,
the outer surface 346' of the lower section 346c is closer to the reference plane 274 (and to
the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352) than the outer surface 348' of the upper
section 346a.
[00130] The outer surface 348' of the upper section 346a of the first leg 346' and the outer

perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting
plate 230 are disposed the same distance from the reference plane 274. When a PV
module frame section is engaged by the mounting assembly 200b, and where this

photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section 370) is positioned on both the upper surface of
one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper surface of part of the outer annular projection
252 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 (the photovoltaic module again is
not positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting
plate 230): 1) the lower surface 344 of the clamping section 340 will engage the upper
wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., upper wall 372); 2) the outer surface 348' of
the upper section 346a for the first wall 346' will engage an upper part of the end wall of
this PV module frame section (e.g. end wall 374); 3) a lower part of the end wall of this
PV module frame section (e.g. end wall 374) will engage an adjacent-most portion of the
outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 for the mounting plate 230; 4) the PV
module frame section will be clamped between the upper surface 232 of the mounting
plate 230 and the clamping section 340 of the clamp 320b by rotation of the clamping
fastener 3 lOb to advance the clamp 320b toward the mounting plate 230 and relative to the
stanchion 280b; and 5) the inner surface 350' of at least part of the lower section 346c of
the first wall 346' and the inner surface 356 of at least part of the second wall 352 will
engage the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280a. The sidewall 296 being a cylindrical
surface facilitates having opposing portions of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280b
engage the inner surface 350' of the first wall 346' of the clamp 320b (namely at least part
of the lower section 346c) and at least part of the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352
of the clamp 320. There is contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of the
stanchion 280 and the inner surface 350' of the lower section 346c of the first wall 346' for
the clamp 320b. There is also opposing contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall
296 of the stanchion 280 and the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 of the clamp
320b. This provides support for the corresponding PV module. The engagement between
the stanchion 280 and the clamp 320b should reduce the chance of the corresponding PV
module "tilting" relative to the underlying building surface when compressing the PV
module frame section (e.g., frame section 370) between the clamp 320b and the mounting
plate 230 as described.
[00131] The clamping fastener 3 lOb, the clamp 320b, and the stanchion 280b may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280b to the mounting device 210 (not shown in
Figs. 18A-18D, but a part of the mounting assembly 200b; e.g., using a temporary bond
between the clamping fastener 3 lOb and the stanchion 280b so that rotation of the
clamping fastener 3 lOb results in rotation of the stanchion 280b, such that the stanchion
280b threadably engages the mounting device 210) and thereafter clamping a PV module

frame section between the clamp 320b and the mounting plate 230 in the same general
manner as the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B. The mounting assembly 200b also
accommodates a range of PV module frame section heights or thicknesses based upon
varying the position of the clamp 320b along/relative to the stanchion 280b and where the
inner surface 350' of at least part of the lower section 346c of the first wall 346' and at
least part of the inner surface 356 of the second wall 352 will remain engaged with
opposing portions of at least part of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 in each of these
different positions.
[00132] A variation of the mounting assembly 200 of Figs. 11-17B is illustrated in Figs.

19A-20B and is identified by reference numeral 200c. Corresponding components

between the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B and the embodiment of Figs. 19A-20B are
identified by the same reference numerals, and the corresponding discussion presented
above remains equally applicable unless otherwise noted to the contrary. Those
components from the embodiment of Figs. 19A-20B that differ in at least some respect
from a corresponding component of the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B use the same
reference numeral in combination with a further identifier. Notwithstanding the
discussion of differences that may exist between a component of the embodiment of Figs.
19A-20B and its corresponding component in the embodiment of Figs. 11-17B, the

remainder of the discussion of this corresponding component from the embodiment of
Figs. 11-17B will remain equally applicable to the embodiment of Figs. 19A-20B unless

otherwise noted to the contrary.
[00133] The mounting assembly 200c of Figs. 19A-20B uses the above-discussed

clamping fastener 310 and mounting device 210. The mounting plate 230c for the
mounting assembly 200c does not use any of the first cutouts 260 from the mounting plate
230 of Figs. 11-17B. However, the mounting assembly 200c could utilize the mounting
plate 230 in place of the mounting plate 230c. The mounting assembly 200c also uses a
different clamp 380 and a modified stanchion 280c compared to the mounting assembly
200.
[00134] The clamp 380 includes an upper wall 382 and an oppositely disposed bottom

wall 388 that each extend between a pair of ends 398 for the clamp 380. The upper wall
382 includes a countersink 386, with this countersink 386 and a fastener aperture 384

collectively extending between the upper wall 382 and the bottom wall 388. Preferably
the fastener aperture 384 of the clamp 380 is un-threaded such that the clamping fastener
3 10 is not threadably engaged with the clamp 380 (e.g., rotation of the clamping fastener

310 about the rotational axis 272 should not rotate the clamp 380; in other words, the

clamp 380 may remain in a stationary position while the clamping fastener 3 10 is rotated

relative to the clamp 380 and about the rotational axis 272).
[00135] Other components of the clamp 380 include a rail wall 390 and a clamping

section 392 that each extend between the ends 398 for the clamp 380. The clamping
section 392 may be characterized as a portion of the upper wall 382 that extends beyond
the rail wall 390. In any case, the clamping section 392 includes an upper surface 394 and
a lower surface 396, with the lower surface 396 including serrations or the like for
engaging a photovoltaic module and with the lower surface 396 being disposed at least
generally orthogonal or perpendicular to the rail wall 390. The upper surface 394 of the
clamping section 392 is sloped, converging at least generally in the direction of the lower
surface 396 in proceeding toward a free side portion of the clamping section 392.
[00136] The stanchion 280c includes a body 294c having a cylindrical sidewall 296c.

The body 294c does not include any flats 298. Instead, the stanchion 280c includes a
fixed nut 304 that defines a second end 290c for the stanchion 280c, and with the threaded
hole 286c also extending through this fixed nut 304. A rail flange 302 extends from the
body 294c of the stanchion 280c. An outer perimeter of this rail flange 302 and the rail
wall 390 are disposed at a common location from the rotational axis 272 associated with
the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280c. As such, when the lower surface 396 of
the clamping section 392 engages the upper wall 372 of the PV module frame section 370,
the rail wall 390 of the clamp 380 should engage one portion of the end wall 374 of the PV
module frame section 370 and the outer perimeter of the rail flange 302 of the stanchion
280c should engage a different, spaced portion of the end wall 374 of the PV module
frame section 370. The engagement between the rail flange 302 of the stanchion 280c and
the rail wall 390 of the clamp 380 should reduce the chance of the corresponding PV
module "tilting" relative to the underlying building surface when compressing the PV
module frame section 370 between the clamp 380 the mounting plate 230c as described.
[00137] The clamping fastener 310, the clamp 380, and the stanchion 280c may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280c to the mounting device 210 (e.g., using a
temporary bond between the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280c such that
rotation of the clamping fastener 310 causes the stanchion 280c to rotate and thus
threadably engage the mounting device 210) and thereafter clamping a PV module frame
section between the clamp 380 and the mounting plate 230c as described above. The
mounting assembly 200c also accommodates a range of PV module frame section heights

or thicknesses based upon varying the position of the clamp 380 relative to the stanchion
280c. With reference still to Figs. 19A-20B, but focusing on Fig. 20A, the mounting

assembly 200c may be used to secure a photovoltaic module frame section 370c of a
minimum thickness for the mounting assembly 200c, where this photovoltaic module (e.g.,
its frame section 370c) is positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the ribs
254 and the upper surface of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper surface
232 of the mounting plate 230c (the photovoltaic module is not positioned on an upper
surface of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230c). Generally: 1) the
stanchion 280c is appropriately secured to the mounting device 210 as described above; 2)
the PV module frame section 370c is clamped between the clamp 380 and the mounting
plate 230c as described above by the rotating clamping fastener 310 advancing the clamp
380 toward the mounting plate 230c and relative to the stanchion 280c; 3) the lower

surface 396 of the clamping section 392 for the clamp 380 engages the upper wall 372 of
the PV module frame section 370c; 4) the rail wall 390 of the clamp 380 engages one part
of the end wall 374 for the PV module frame section 370c; 5) the outer perimeter of the
rail flange 302 of the stanchion 280c engages a part of the end wall 374 for the PV module

frame section 370c that is different and spaced from the part of the end wall 374 engaged
by the rail wall 390 of the clamp 380; and 6) the end wall 374 of the PV module frame
section 370c is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner
annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230c (although the clamp 380 and stanchion
280c could be configured such that end wall 374 of the PV module frame section 370a
would also engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular
projection 238).
[00138] Still referring to Figs. 19A - 20B but focusing now on Fig. 20B, Fig. 20B

illustrates use of the mounting assembly 200c to secure a photovoltaic module frame
section 370d of a maximum thickness for the mounting assembly 200c, where this
photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section 370d) is positioned on both the upper surface
of one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper surface of part of the outer annular projection
252 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230c (the photovoltaic module is not
positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate
230c). Generally: 1) the stanchion 280c is appropriately secured to the mounting device

210 as described above; 2) the PV module frame section 370d is clamped between the
clamp 380 and the mounting plate 230c as described above by rotating the clamping
fastener 3 10 to advance the clamp 380 toward the mounting plate 230c and relative to the

stanchion 280c; 3) the lower surface 396 of the clamping section 392 for the clamp 380
engages the upper wall 372 of the PV module frame section 370d; 4) the rail wall 390 of
the clamp 380 engages one part of the end wall 374 for the PV module frame section
370d; 5) the outer perimeter of the rail flange 302 of the stanchion 280d engages a part of

the end wall 374 for the PV module frame section 370d that is different than and spaced
from the part of the end wall 374 engaged by the rail wall 390 of the clamp 380; and 6) the
end wall 374 of the PV module frame section 370d is spaced from an adjacent-most

portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate
230c (although the clamp 380 and stanchion 280c could be configured such that end wall
374 of the PV module frame section 370d would also engage an adjacent-most portion of

the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238).
[00139] Another embodiment of a mounting assembly is illustrated in Figs. 21-24B and is

identified by reference numeral 200d. Corresponding components between the
embodiment of Figs. 11-17B and the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B are identified by the
same reference numerals, and the corresponding discussion presented above remains

equally applicable unless otherwise noted to the contrary. The mounting assembly 200d
uses the above-discussed clamping fastener 310, stanchion 280, mounting plate 230, and
mounting device 210 such that all related discussion remains equally applicable to the
mounting assembly 200d. The primary difference between the mounting assembly 200d
(Figs. 21-24B) and the mounting assembly 200 (Figs. 11-17B) is the replacement of the

clamp 320 (Figs. 11-17B) with a clamp 420 (Figs. 21-24B). While the clamp 320
accommodates engaging only a single photovoltaic module, the clamp 420 accommodates
simultaneously engaging a pair of adjacently disposed photovoltaic modules in a
photovoltaic module array (e.g., photovoltaic module array 54 shown in Fig. 2) of any
appropriate size and/or configuration, where rows of photovoltaic modules are typically
disposed perpendicular to the pitch of a sloped roofing surface and where columns of
photovoltaic modules are typically disposed along the pitch of such a sloped roofing
surface. As such, the clamp 420 may be characterized as a "mid grab" (e.g., by being

disposed between and/or engaging an adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules). However,
the mounting assembly 200d could also be used to engage a single photovoltaic module.
For instance, the configuration of the mounting assembly 200d allows the same to be used
to engage a single photovoltaic module that is disposed along an edge of the photovoltaic
module array (e.g., an "edge grab" application). Given the close fit between the clamp 420
and the stanchion 296, use of the clamp 420 in an “edge grab” application does not

compromise the stability of the clamp 420 or of the mounting assembly 200d more
generally. Consequently, if the clamp 420 is being used in a “mid-grab” application to
hold two photovoltaic modules, and one of the photovoltaic modules being held by the
clamp 420 is knocked loose for any reason (e.g., flying debris in a strong storm), the
clamp 420 will continue to secure the other photovoltaic module (as if originally installed

in an “edge-grab” application). The mounting assembly 200d thus represents an
improvement over other mounting assemblies that are useful in a mid-grab application but
not in an edge-grab application, and in the scenario presented above would fail altogether,
potentially resulting in a “domino effect” or chain reaction of photovoltaic modules
breaking free therefrom.
[00140] The clamp 420 includes an upper wall 430, two clamping sections 440a, 440b

that are spaced from one another on opposite sides of the clamp 420, a first leg, sidewall,
or wall 446, and a second leg, sidewall, or wall 452 that each extend between a pair of
ends 422. A countersink 434 and a fastener aperture 432 collectively extend through the

upper wall 430 to accommodate the threaded shaft 3 16 of the clamping fastener 310. In
some embodiments, the fastener aperture 432 of the clamp 420 is un-threaded such that the

clamping fastener 3 10 is not threadably engaged with the clamp 420 (e.g., rotation of the
clamping fastener 310 about rotational axis 272 does not rotate the clamp 420, such that
the clamp 420 may remain in a stationary position while the clamping fastener 3 10 is
rotated relative to the clamp 420 and about rotational axis 272).
[00141] The first wall 446 and the second wall 452 both cantilever from the upper wall

430 (more specifically an underside thereof), with the first wall 446 having a free end 447
and the second wall 452 having a free end 453. The first wall 446 includes an outer

surface 448 and an inner surface 450, while the second wall 452 includes an outer surface
454 and an inner surface 456. The inner surface 450 of the first wall 446 is flat or planar,
as is the inner surface 456 of the second wall 452. The outer surface 448 of the first wall

446 is flat or planar, as is the outer surface 454 of the second wall 452. The surfaces 448,
450 of the first wall 446 and the surfaces 454, 456 of the second wall 452 are parallel to
one another. The inner surface 450 of the first wall 446 is spaced from and is parallel to

the inner surface 456 of the second wall 452 to collectively define a stanchion receptacle
428.
[00142] The clamping sections 440a, 440b each may be characterized as a portion of the

upper wall 430 that extends beyond the first wall 446 and second wall 452, respectively.
In any case, each of the clamping section 440a, 440b includes an upper surface 442 and a

lower surface 444, with the lower surface 444 including serrations or the like for engaging
a photovoltaic module, with the lower surface 444 of the clamping section 440a being
disposed at least generally orthogonal or perpendicular to the outer surface 448 of the first
wall 446, and with the lower surface 444 of the clamping section 440b being disposed at
least generally orthogonal or perpendicular to the outer surface 454 of the second wall
452. The upper surface 442 of each clamping section 440a, 440b is sloped, converging at

least generally in the direction of its corresponding lower surface 444 in proceeding
toward a free side portion of its corresponding clamping section 440a, 440b.
[00143] The clamping fastener 310, the clamp 420, and the stanchion 280 may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280 to the mounting device 210 in the case of
the mounting assembly 200d. The threaded shaft 3 16 of the clamping fastener 3 10 is
directed through the upper wall 430 of the clamp 420 (via the countersink 434 and the
fastener aperture 432) and at least an upper section of the stanchion 280 is positioned
within the stanchion receptacle 428 of the clamp 420 such that the shaft 3 16 of the
clamping fastener 310 may be threaded into the hole 286 on the second end 290 of the
stanchion 280 (e.g., by directing the stanchion 280 through the space between the walls
446, 452 at either of the ends 422 of the clamp 420; by directing the stanchion 280 through

the space between the walls 446, 452 at their respective free ends 447, 453). Again, the
clamping fastener 310 may be temporarily secured to the stanchion 280, such as by an
appropriate bond (e.g., adhesive). When the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280
are in a bonded state, the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280 may be collectively

rotated (e.g., using the drive socket 3 14 of the clamping fastener 310) about the rotational
axis 272 to thread the shaft 284 of the stanchion 280 into the hole 226 of the mounting

device 210. At this time the clamp 420 should remain in a rotationally stationary state
(i.e., both the stanchion end 280 and the clamping fastener 310 should rotate, but not the

clamp 420). Once the stanchion 280 has been appropriately tightened/secured to the

mounting device 210, the bond between the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280
should be broken or otherwise eliminated to return the clamping fastener 310 and the

stanchion 280 to an un-bonded state, to thereafter allow the clamping fastener 3 10 to
continue to rotate about this axis 272 and relative to the stanchion 280. Rotation of the
clamping fastener 310 relative to the stanchion 280 will advance the clamp 420 along the
stanchion 280 and in the direction of the first end 282 of the stanchion 280.
[00144] The mounting assembly 200d also accommodates a range of PV module frame

section heights or thicknesses based upon varying the position of the clamp 420

along/relative to the stanchion 280 and where the inner surface 450 of at least part of the
first wall 446 and where the inner surface 456 of at least part of the second wall 452 will
remain engaged with opposing portions of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 in each of
these different positions. Referring still to Figs. 21-24B but focusing on Figs. 23A-23B,
these figures illustrate use of the mounting assembly 200d to simultaneously secure an
adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules each having a first thickness for a frame section
370a thereof (e.g., 30 mm), where each photovoltaic module of the pair (e.g., its frame
section 370a) is positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the ribs 254 and
the upper surface of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper surface 232 of
the mounting plate 230 (each photovoltaic module of the pair is not positioned on an upper
surface of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230). Generally: 1) the
stanchion 280 is appropriately secured to the mounting device 210 in the above-noted
manner; 2) the left PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B is clamped

between the clamping section 440a of the clamp 420 and the mounting plate 230, while
the right PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B is clamped between the
clamping section 440b of the clamp 420 and the mounting plate 230, all by the rotating
clamping fastener 310 advancing the clamp 420 toward the mounting plate 230 and
relative to the stanchion 280; 3) the lower surface 444 of the clamping section 440a for the
clamp 420 engages the upper wall 372 of the left PV module frame section 370a in the

view of Fig. 23B, while the lower surface 444 of the clamping section 440b for the clamp
420 engages the upper wall 372 of the right PV module frame section 370a in the view of
Fig. 23B; 4) the outer surface 448 of the first wall 446 for the clamp 420 engages at least

part of end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B,
while the outer surface 454 of the second wall 452 for the clamp 420 engages at least part
of end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B; and 5)
the end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B is
spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular
projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 420 could be configured
such that end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370a in the view of Fig. 23B

would also engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular
projection 238), while the end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370a in the
view of Fig. 23B is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the
inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 420 could be
configured such that end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370a in the view

of Fig. 23B would also engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner
annular projection 238). Small spacing exists between the underside of the upper wall 430
and the second end 290 of the stanchion 280. In addition, opposing portions of the

sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 engage the inner surface 450 of the first wall 446 of the
clamp 420 and the inner surface 456 of the second wall 452 of the clamp 420, facilitated

by having the sidewall 296 be a cylindrical surface. There is contact (e.g., along a line)
between the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 and the inner surface 450 of the first wall
446 of the clamp 420. There is also opposing contact (e.g., along a line) between the

sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 and the inner surface 456 of the second wall 452 of the
clamp 420. This provides support for the corresponding PV module(s). The engagement

between the stanchion 280 and the clamp 420 should reduce the chance of the
corresponding PV modules "tilting" relative to the underlying building surface when
compressing the pair of PV module frame sections 370a between the clamp 420 and the
mounting plate 230 as described. The engagement between the stanchion 280 and the
clamp 420 should also reduce the chance of a PV module "tilting" relative to the

underlying building surface when only a single PV module frame section 370a is disposed
on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 and when compressing this single PV

module frame section 370a between the clamp 420 (either the clamping section 440a or
the clamping section 440b) and the mounting plate 230 as described.
[00145] Referring still to Figs. 21-24B but focusing on Figs. 24A and 24B, these figures

illustrate use of the mounting assembly 200d to simultaneously secure an adjacent pair of
photovoltaic modules each having a second thickness for a frame section 370b thereof
(e.g., 42 mm), with the PV module frame section 370b being thicker than the PV module

frame section 370a of Figs. 23A and 23B, and where each photovoltaic module of the pair
(e.g., its frame section 370b) is positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the

ribs 254 and the upper surface of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper
surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 (each photovoltaic module of the pair is not
positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate
230). Generally: 1) the stanchion 280 is appropriately secured to the mounting device

210 in the above-described manner; 2) the left PV module frame section 370b in the view

of Fig. 24B is clamped between the clamping section 440a of the clamp 420 and the
mounting plate 230, while the right PV module frame section 370b in the view of Fig. 24B
is clamped between the clamping section 440b of the clamp 420 and the mounting plate

230, all by the rotating clamping fastener 310 advancing the clamp 420 toward the

mounting plate 230 and relative to the stanchion 280; 3) the lower surface 444 of the
clamping section 440a for the clamp 420 engages an upper wall 372 of the left PV module
frame section 370b in the view of Fig. 24B, while the lower surface 444 of the clamping
section 440b for the clamp 420 engages an upper wall 372 of the right PV module frame
section 370b in the view of Fig. 24B; 4) the outer surface 448 of the first wall 446 for the
clamp 420 engages at least part of end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370b

in the view of Fig. 24B, while the outer surface 454 of the second wall 452 for the clamp
420 engages at least part of end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370b in the

view of Fig. 24B; and 5) the end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370b in the
view of Fig. 24B is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the
inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 420 could be
configured such that end wall 374 of the left PV module frame section 370b in the view of
Fig. 24B would also engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner

annular projection 238), while the end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370b
in the view of Fig. 24B is spaced from an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of

the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230 (although the clamp 420 could
be configured such that end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370b in the
view of Fig. 24B would also engage an adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the
inner annular projection 238). Larger spacing exists between the underside of the upper
wall 430 and the second end 290 of the stanchion 280 (i.e., compare Fig. 24B with Fig.
23B). In addition, opposing portions of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280 engage the

inner surface 450 of the first wall 446 of the clamp 420 and the inner surface 456 of the
second wall 452 of the clamp 420, facilitated by having the sidewall 296 being a

cylindrical surface. There is contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of the
stanchion 280 and the inner surface 450 of the first wall 446 of the clamp 420. There is
also opposing contact (e.g., along a line) between the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280
and the inner surface 456 of the second wall 452 of the clamp 420. This provides support

for the corresponding PV module(s). The engagement between the stanchion 280 and the
clamp 420 should reduce the chance of the corresponding PV modules "tilting" relative to

the underlying building surface when compressing the pair of PV module frame sections
370b between the clamp 420 and the mounting plate 230 as described. The engagement

between the stanchion 280 and the clamp 420 should also reduce the chance of a PV
module "tilting" relative to the underlying building surface when only a single PV module
frame section 370b is disposed on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 and

when compressing this single PV module frame section 370b between the clamp 420
(either the clamping section 440a or the clamping section 440b) and the mounting plate
230 as described.
[00146] A variation of the mounting assembly 200d of Figs. 21-24B is illustrated in Figs.

25A-25D and is identified by reference numeral 200e. Corresponding components
between the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B and the embodiment of Figs. 25A-25D are
identified by the same reference numerals, and the corresponding discussion presented
above remains equally applicable unless otherwise noted to the contrary. Those
components from the embodiment of Figs. 25A-25D that differ in at least some respect
from a corresponding component of the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B use the same
reference numeral in combination with a further identifier. Notwithstanding the
discussion of differences that may exist between a component of the embodiment of Figs.
25A-25D and its corresponding component in the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B, the
remainder of the discussion of this corresponding component from the embodiment of
Figs. 21-24B will remain equally applicable to the embodiment of Figs. 25A-25D unless

otherwise noted to the contrary.
[00147] The mounting assembly 200a of Figs. 25A-25D utilizes the stanchion 280b (e.g.,

Figs. 18A-18D), although the mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 25A-25D could instead

use the stanchion 280 (e.g., Figs. 11-17B; Figs. 21-24B). The mounting assembly 200a of
Figs. 25A-25D also utilizes the clamping fastener 3 lOb (e.g., Figs. 18A-18D), although

the mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 25A-25D could instead use the clamping fastener
310 (e.g., Figs. 11-17B Figs. 21-24B) in which case the clamp 420a could also utilize a

countersink 434 for receiving the head 3 12 of such a clamping fastener 310. In any case, a
hole extends completely through the clamp 420a to accommodate the passage of the
threaded shaft 316 through the upper wall 430 of the clamp 420a and preferably without
there being a threaded engagement between the clamping fastener 3 lOb and the clamp
420a.
[00148] The primary distinction between the mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 25A-25D

and the mounting assembly 200d of Figs. 21-24B is the configuration of the clamp 420a.

However, the clamp 420a for the mounting assembly 200e still accommodates
simultaneously engaging a pair of adjacently disposed photovoltaic modules in a
photovoltaic module array (e.g., photovoltaic module array 54 shown in Fig. 2) of any
appropriate size and/or configuration, where rows of photovoltaic modules are typically
disposed perpendicular to the pitch of a sloped roofing surface and where columns of

photovoltaic modules are typically disposed along the pitch of such a sloped roofing
surface. As such, the clamp 420a may be characterized as a "mid grab" (e.g., by being

disposed between and/or engaging an adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules). However,
the mounting assembly 200e could also be used to engage a single photovoltaic module.
For instance, the configuration of the mounting assembly 200e allows the same to be used
to engage a single photovoltaic module that is disposed along an edge of the photovoltaic
module array (e.g., an "edge grab" application).
[00149] The clamp 420a for the mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 25A-25D includes a

first wall 446' and a second wall 452' that are each of a different configuration compared
to the clamp 420 of the mounting assembly 200d. As the configuration of the first wall
446' has changed, its outer surface is identified by reference numeral 448' and its inner

surface is identified by reference numeral 450'. As the configuration of the second wall
452' has changed, its outer surface is identified by reference numeral 454' and its inner

surface is identified by reference numeral 456'. With the configurations of the first wall
446' and the second wall 452' being different for the mounting assembly 200e compared to

the mounting assembly 200d, the stanchion receptacle is identified by reference numeral
428a for the case of the mounting assembly 200e. A reference plane 274 is disposed in the
stanchion receptacle 428a and is located between the walls 446', 452'. The reference plane
274 may be characterized as being oriented so as to be parallel to both at least part of the

inner surface 450' of the first wall 446' and at least part of the inner surface 456' of the
second wall 452'. The reference plane 274 may also bisect the hole 250 through the
mounting plate 230.
[00150] There are three sections that collectively define the first wall 446' for the

mounting assembly 200e - an upper section 446a, an intermediate section 446b, and a
lower section 446c - and these sections 446a, 446b, and 446c are of a common wall
thickness and with the first wall 446' having a free end 447'. The upper section 446a and
the lower section 446c may be characterized as being disposed in parallel relation to one
another and to the reference plane 274, with the intermediate section 446b being disposed
in a different orientation (relative to both the upper section 446a and the lower section

446c) and extending from the upper section 446a to the lower section 446c at least
generally in the direction of the reference plane 274.
[00151] There are three sections that collectively define the second wall 452' for the

mounting assembly 200e - an upper section 452a, an intermediate section 452b, and a
lower section 452c - and these sections 452a, 452b, and 452c are of a common wall

thickness and with the second wall 452' having a free end 453'. The upper section 452a
and the lower section 452c may be characterized as being disposed in parallel relation to
one another and to the reference plane 274, with the intermediate section 452b being

disposed in a different orientation (relative to both the upper section 452a and the lower
section 452c) and extending from the upper section 452a to the lower section 452c at least
generally in the direction of the reference plane 274.
[00152] A first spacing exists between the inner surface 450' of the upper section 446a

and the reference plane 274 and a second spacing exists between the inner surface 450' of

the lower section 446c and the reference plane 274, with the first spacing being larger than
the second spacing. Stated another way, the inner surface 450' of the upper section 446a is
further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 456' of the second wall
452') than the inner surface 450' of the lower section 446c. Stated yet another way, the
inner surface 450' of the lower section 446c is closer to the reference plane 274 (and to the
inner surface 456' of the second wall 452') than the inner surface 450' of the upper section
446a.
[00153] A third spacing exists between the outer surface 448' of the upper section 446a

and the reference plane 274 and a fourth spacing exists between the outer surface 448' of

the lower section 446c and the reference plane 274, with the third spacing being larger
than the fourth spacing. Stated another way, the outer surface 448' of the upper section
446a is further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 456' of the second
wall 452') than the outer surface 448' of the lower section 446c. Stated yet another way,
the outer surface 448' of the lower section 446c is closer to the reference plane 274 (and to
the inner surface 456' of the second wall 452') than the outer surface 448' of the upper
section 446a.
[00154] A fifth spacing exists between the inner surface 456' of the upper section 452a

and the reference plane 274 and a sixth spacing exists between the inner surface 456' of

the lower section 452c and the reference plane 274, with the fifth spacing being larger than
the sixth spacing. Stated another way, the inner surface 456' of the upper section 452a is
further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 450' of the first wall 446')
than the inner surface 456' of the lower section 452c. Stated yet another way, the inner
surface 456' of the lower section 452c is closer to the reference plane 274 (and to the inner
surface 450' of the first wall 446') than the inner surface 456' of the upper section 452a.
[00155] A seventh spacing exists between the outer surface 454' of the upper section 452a

and the reference plane 274 and an eighth spacing exists between the outer surface 454' of

the lower section 452c and the reference plane 274, with the seventh spacing being larger
than the eighth spacing. Stated another way, the outer surface 454' of the upper section
452a is further from the reference plane 274 (and from the inner surface 450' of the first
wall 446') than the outer surface 454' of the lower section 452c. Stated yet another way,
the outer surface 454' of the lower section 452c is closer to the reference plane 274 (and to
the inner surface 450' of the first wall 446') than the outer surface 454' of the upper section
452a.
[00156] The first wall 446' and the second wall 452' are the mirror image of each other in

the case of the mounting assembly 200e. As such: 1) the first spacing between the inner
surface 450' of the upper section 446a and the reference plane 274 may be of the same
magnitude as the fifth spacing between the inner surface 456' of the upper section 452a
and the reference plane 274; 2) the second spacing between the inner surface 450' of the

lower section 446c and the reference plane 274 may be of the same magnitude as the sixth
spacing between the inner surface 456' of the lower section 452c and the reference plane
274; 3) the third spacing between the outer surface 448' of the upper section 446a and the

reference plane 274 may be of the same magnitude as the seventh spacing between the
outer surface 454' of the upper section 452a and the reference plane 274; and 4) the fourth
spacing between the outer surface 448' of the lower section 446c and the reference plane
274 may be of the same magnitude as the eighth spacing between the outer surface 454' of

the lower section 452c and the reference plane 274.
[00157] The outer surface 448' of the upper section 446a of the first wall 446' and the

outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 on the upper surface 232 of the
mounting plate 230 are disposed the same distance from the reference plane 274.
Similarly, the outer surface 456' of the upper section 452a of the second leg 452' and the
outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 on the upper surface 232 of the
mounting plate 230 are disposed the same distance from the reference plane 274. As such
and when a PV module frame section is engaged by the clamping section 440a of the

mounting assembly 200e (where this photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section) is
positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper surface
of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate
230 (the photovoltaic module is not positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular

projection 238 of the mounting plate 230)): 1) the lower surface 444 of the clamping
section 440a will engage the upper wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., upper wall
372); 2) the outer surface 448' of the upper section 446a for the first wall 446' will engage

an upper part of an end wall of this same PV module frame section (e.g., end wall 374); 3)

a lower part of the end wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., end wall 374) will
engage the adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238
for the mounting plate 230; 4) this PV module frame section will be clamped between the
upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 and the clamping section 440a of the clamp
420a by rotating the clamping fastener 3 10b to advance the clamp 420a toward the
mounting plate 230 and relative to the stanchion 280b; and 5) the inner surface 450' of at
least part of the lower section 446c of the first wall 446' and the inner surface 456' of at
least part of the lower section 452c of the second wall 452' will engage opposing portions
of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280b.
[00158] When a PV module frame section is engaged by the clamping section 440b of the

mounting assembly 200e (where this photovoltaic module (e.g., its frame section) is
positioned on both the upper surface of one or more of the ribs 254 and the upper surface
of part of the outer annular projection 252 on the upper surface 232 of the mounting plate
230 (the photovoltaic module is not positioned on an upper surface of the inner annular
projection 238 of the mounting plate 230): 1) the lower surface 444 of the clamping
section 440b will engage the upper wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., upper wall
372); 2) the outer surface 454' of the upper section 452a for the second wall 452' will

engage an upper part of an end wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., end wall 374);
3) a lower part of the end wall of this PV module frame section (e.g., end wall 374) will

engage the adjacent-most portion of the outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238
for the mounting plate 230; 4) the PV module frame section will be clamped between the
upper surface 232 of the mounting plate 230 and the clamping section 440b of the clamp
420a by the rotating clamping fastener 3 lOb advancing the clamp 420a toward the
mounting plate 230 and relative to the stanchion 280b; and 5) the inner surface 450' of at
least part of the lower section 446c of the first wall 446' and the inner surface 456' of at
least part of the lower section 452c of the second wall 452' will engage opposing portions
of the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280b.
[00159] The clamping fastener 3 lOb, the clamp 420a, and the stanchion 280b may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280b to the mounting device 210 (not shown in
Figs. 25A-25D, but a part of the mounting assembly 200e). A temporary bond may be

used to secure the the clamping fastener 3 10b to the stanchion 280b so that rotation of the
clamping fastener 3 10b causes rotation of the stanchion 280b, thus causing the stanchion
280b to threadably engage the mounting device 210. Thereafter one or two PV module

frame sections may be clamped between the clamp 420a and the mounting plate 230 in the
same general manner as the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B. The mounting assembly 200e

also accommodates a range of PV module frame section heights or thicknesses based upon
varying the position of the clamp 420a along/relative to the stanchion 280b and where at
least part of the lower section 446c of the first wall 446' and where at least part of the
lower section 452c of the second wall 452' will remain engaged with opposing portions of
the sidewall 296 of the stanchion 280b in each of these different positions.
[00160] A variation of the mounting assembly 200d of Figs. 21-24B is illustrated in Figs.

26A-26C and is identified by reference numeral 200f. Corresponding components
between the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B and the embodiment of Figs. 26A-26C are
identified by the same reference numerals, and the corresponding discussion presented
above remains equally applicable unless otherwise noted to the contrary. Those
components from the embodiment of Figs. 26A-26C that differ in at least some respect
from a corresponding component of the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B use the same
reference numeral in combination with a further identifier. Notwithstanding the
discussion of differences that may exist between a component of the embodiment of Figs.
26A-26C and its corresponding component in the embodiment of Figs. 21-24B, the
remainder of the discussion of this corresponding component from the embodiment of
Figs. 21-24B will remain equally applicable to the embodiment of Figs. 26A-26C unless

otherwise noted to the contrary.
[00161] The mounting assembly 200e of Figs. 26A-26C uses the clamping fastener 310,

mounting plate 230, and mounting device 210 at least from the mounting assembly 200d
of Figs. 21-24B, as well as the stanchion 280c from the mounting assembly 200c of Figs.
19A-20B. The mounting assembly 200f uses a different clamp 480 compared to the

mounting assembly 200d (Figs. 21-24B). This clamp 480 for the mounting assembly 200f
may be viewed as a variation of the clamp 380 for the mounting assembly 200c (Figs.
19A-20B). In any case, the clamp 480 accommodates simultaneously engaging a pair of

adjacently disposed photovoltaic modules in a photovoltaic module array (e.g.,
photovoltaic module array 54 shown in Fig. 2) of any appropriate size and/or
configuration, where rows of photovoltaic modules are typically disposed perpendicular to
the pitch of a sloped roofing surface and where columns of photovoltaic modules are
typically disposed along the pitch of such a sloped roofing surface. As such, the clamp
480 may be characterized as a "mid grab" (e.g., by being disposed between and/or

engaging an adjacent pair of photovoltaic modules). However, the mounting assembly

200f could also be used to engage a single photovoltaic module. For instance, the
configuration of the mounting assembly 200f allows the same to be used to engage a
single photovoltaic module that is disposed along an edge of the photovoltaic module

array (e.g., an "edge grab" application).
[00162] The clamp 480 includes an upper wall 482 and an oppositely disposed bottom

wall 488 that each extend between a pair of ends 498 for the clamp 480. The upper wall
482 includes a countersink 486, with this countersink 486 and a fastener aperture 484

collectively extending between the upper wall 482 and the bottom wall 488. Preferably
the fastener aperture 484 of the clamp 480 is un-threaded such that the clamping fastener
3 10 is not threadably engaged with the clamp 480 (e.g., rotation of the clamping fastener
310 about rotational axis 272 should not rotate the clamp 480; the clamp 480 may remain

in a stationary position while the clamping fastener 3 10 is rotated relative to the clamp 480
about the rotational axis 272).
[00163] Other components of the clamp 480 include a pair of rail walls 490a, 490b and a

corresponding pair of clamping sections 492a, 492b that are spaced from one another on
opposite sides of the clamp 480 and that each extend between the ends 498. The clamping
sections 492a, 492b each may be characterized as a portion of the upper wall 482 that
extends beyond the corresponding rail wall 490a, 490b. In any case, each of the clamping
sections 492a, 492b includes an upper surface 494 and a lower surface 496, with the lower
surface 496 including serrations or the like for engaging a photovoltaic module and with
the lower surface 496 being disposed at least generally orthogonal or perpendicular to the
corresponding rail wall 490a, 490b. The upper surface 494 of each clamping section 492a,
492b is sloped, converging at least generally in the direction of the corresponding lower

surface 496 in proceeding toward a free side portion of the corresponding clamping
section 492a, 492b.
[00164] The clamping fastener 310, the clamp 480, and the stanchion 280c may be

assembled prior to securing the stanchion 280c to the mounting device 210 (e.g., using a
temporary bond between the clamping fastener 310 and the stanchion 280c) and thereafter
clamping a PV module frame section between the clamp 480 and the mounting plate 230c
as described. The mounting assembly 200c also accommodates a range of PV module

frame section heights or thicknesses through varying the position of the clamp 480 relative
to the stanchion 280c. Fig. 26B illustrates use of the mounting assembly 200f to secure a
pair of photovoltaic module frame sections 370. Generally: 1) the stanchion 280c is
appropriately secured to the mounting device 210 as described; 2) the two PV module

frame sections 370 are clamped between the clamp 480 and the mounting plate 230 by
rotating the clamping fastener 3 10 to advance the clamp 480 toward the mounting plate
230c and relative to the stanchion 280c; 3) the lower surface 496 of the clamping section
492a for the clamp 480 engages the upper wall 372 of the left PV module frame section
370 in the view of Fig. 26B; 4) the rail wall 490a of the clamp 480 engages one part of the

end wall 374 for the left PV module frame section 370 in the view of Fig. 26B; 5) the

outer perimeter of the rail flange 302 of the stanchion 280c engages a different part of the
end wall 374 for the left PV module frame section 370 in the view of Fig. 26B and that is

spaced from where the rail wall 490a of the clamp 480 engages this same end wall 374; 6)

the lower surface 496 of the clamping section 492b for the clamp 480 engages the upper
wall 372 of the right PV module frame section 370 in the view of Fig. 26B; 4) the rail wall
490b of the clamp 480 engages one part of the end wall 374 for right PV module frame

section 370 in the view of Fig. 26B; 7) the outer perimeter of the rail flange 302 of the
stanchion 280c engages a different part of the end wall 374 for the right PV module frame
section 370 in the view of Fig. 26B and that is spaced from where the rail wall 490b of the
clamp 480 engages this same end wall 374; and 8) the end wall 374 of the left PV module

frame section 370 in the view of Figs. 26B is disposed adjacent to/engages an adjacentmost portion of an outer perimeter of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting
plate 230, while the end wall 374 of the right PV module frame section 370 in the view of
Figs. 26B is disposed adjacent to/engages an adjacent-most portion of an outer perimeter

of the inner annular projection 238 of the mounting plate 230.
[00165] Embodiments of the present disclosure include a mounting assembly,

comprising: a mounting device attachable to a building surface; a stanchion removably

attached to the mounting device; a clamp comprising at least one clamping section and a
stanchion receptacle, wherein the clamp is removably positioned on the stanchion with the
stanchion extending into the stanchion receptacle, and wherein the at least one clamping
section is adapted to engage a perimeter portion of a photovoltaic module; and a clamping
fastener that extends through the clamp and into detachable engagement with the
stanchion.
[00166] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment include: wherein the mounting device

comprises a slot configured to receive a protrusion of the building surface in an installed
configuration; wherein the mounting device is detachably engaged with the building
surface in an installed configuration; wherein the stanchion comprises a first threaded
shaft and the mounting device comprises a first threaded aperture, wherein the first

threaded shaft of the stanchion extends within and is engaged with the first threaded
aperture of the mounting device; and wherein a free end of the first threaded shaft defines
a first end of the stanchion, wherein the stanchion comprises a second end oppositely
disposed from the first end along a length dimension of the stanchion, and wherein the
clamping fastener is detachably engaged with the second end of the stanchion; wherein the
second end of the stanchion comprises a second threaded aperture, and wherein the

clamping fastener comprises a second threaded shaft that extends into and is engaged with
the second threaded aperture of the stanchion; wherein the second threaded shaft of the
clamping fastener is bonded to the stanchion.
[00167] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the clamping

fastener and the stanchion collectively define a first assembly that is disposable in each of
first and second configurations, the first configuration comprising the clamping fastener
and the stanchion being in a bonded state such that the clamping fastener and the stanchion

collectively rotate to removably attach the stanchion to the mounting device, the second
configuration comprising the clamping fastener and the stanchion being in an un-bonded
state such that the clamping fastener rotates relative to the stanchion to advance the clamp

along the stanchion; wherein an entirety of an outer perimeter wall of the stanchion that is
disposed within the stanchion receptacle of the clamp is un-threaded; wherein the clamp
comprises an upper wall and a pair of clamp walls that cantilever from the upper wall, that
are spaced from one another in a first dimension, and that define at least a portion of the

stanchion receptacle, and wherein the stanchion comprises a first stanchion section that
extends into a space between the pair of clamp walls and that engages each clamp wall of
the pair clamp walls within the stanchion receptacle.
[00168] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein each the clamp wall

of the pair extends from the upper wall in a direction that the mounting device is spaced
from the clamp; wherein the first stanchion section comprises a cylindrical sidewall that

defines an outer perimeter of the first stanchion section; wherein the stanchion comprises a
second stanchion section having first and second flat surfaces disposed in opposing

relation on a perimeter of the second stanchion section; wherein the second stanchion
section is located between the first stanchion section and the mounting device; wherein the
first stanchion section comprises a plurality of flat, intersecting surfaces that collectively
define an outer perimeter of the first stanchion section; wherein an exterior of the first
stanchion section is un-threaded; wherein a portion of the upper wall that extends beyond
an adjacent the clamp wall in the first dimension comprises the at least one clamping

section; wherein the clamp further comprises an upper wall and first and second walls that

cantilever from the upper wall, that are spaced from one another in a first dimension, and
that define at least a portion of the stanchion receptacle, wherein the stanchion comprises
an upper end section that extends into a space between the first and second walls and

engages each of the first and second walls within the stanchion receptacle; wherein each of
the first and second walls extends from the upper wall in a direction that the mounting
device is spaced from the clamp; wherein a portion of the upper wall that extends away
from an outer surface of the first wall in the first dimension comprises the at least one

clamping section; and wherein an entirety of an inner surface of the first wall that faces the
second wall is flat, and wherein an entirety of an inner surface of the second wall that

faces the inner surface of the first wall is also flat.
[00169] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the inner surface of

the first wall and the inner surface of the second wall face and are disposed parallel to one
another; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises a single clamping section,

wherein the single clamping section extends from the first wall within the first dimension
in a direction that is away from the second wall; wherein an outer surface of the second

wall comprises a channel; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises a first and
second clamping sections, wherein the first clamping section extends from the first wall

within the first dimension in a direction that is away from the second wall, and wherein the
second clamping section extends from the second wall within the first dimension in a

direction that is away from the first wall; wherein an inner surface of a lower section of the
first wall is flat and is located opposite of and parallel to a flat portion of an inner surface
of the second wall.
[00170] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein an inner surface of

an upper section of the first wall is spaced further from a corresponding portion of the

inner surface of the second wall compared to the lower section of the first wall and its
corresponding portion of the inner surface of the second wall; and wherein an entirety of
the inner surface of the second wall that faces the first wall is flat; wherein the first wall
comprises an upper section and a lower section, wherein the first wall comprises a first
inner surface, wherein the second wall comprises a second inner surface, wherein the first
and second inner surfaces face each other, wherein a reference plane is disposed between

the first and second walls and is parallel to at least part of the first inner surface and at
least part of the second inner surface, wherein a spacing of the first inner surface of the

upper section of the first wall from the reference plane is greater than a spacing of the first
inner surface of the lower section of the first wall from the reference plane.
[00171] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the first inner

surface of the upper section of the first wall is parallel to the first inner surface of the

lower section of the first wall; wherein an entirety of the second inner surface of the
second wall is flat; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises a single clamping

section that protrudes from a first outer surface of the first wall; wherein the second wall
comprises a second outer surface, which in turn comprises a channel; wherein the second
wall comprises an upper section and a lower section, wherein a spacing of the second
inner surface of the upper section of the second wall from the reference plane is greater
than a spacing of the second inner surface of the lower section of the second wall from the
reference plane; wherein the first inner surface of the upper section of the first wall is
parallel to the first inner surface of the lower section of the first wall, and wherein the
second inner surface of the upper section of the second wall is parallel to the second inner

surface of the lower section of the second wall; and wherein the first inner surface of the

upper section of the first wall, the first inner surface of the lower section of the first wall,
and the second inner surface of the upper section of the second wall, and the second inner

surface of the lower section of the second wall are all parallel to one another.
[00172] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the first inner

surface of the upper section of the first wall and the second inner surface of the upper

section of the second wall are disposed in opposing relation, and the first inner surface of
the lower section of the first wall and the second inner surface of the lower section of the
second wall are disposed in opposing relation; wherein the first and second walls are the

mirror image of one another; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises first and
second clamping sections, wherein the first clamping section comprises a first portion of

the upper wall that extends away from an outer surface of the first wall in the first
dimension, and wherein the second clamping section comprises a second portion of the

upper wall that extends away from an outer surface of the second wall in the first
dimension; and wherein the at least one clamping section comprises a single clamping

section that protrudes from a first side of the clamp; wherein an outer surface of a second
side of the clamp comprises a channel.
[00173] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and a

plurality of photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the clamp engages only a single photovoltaic module in the form of a

first photovoltaic module, wherein the single clamping section exerts a force on the first
photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
wherein the first photovoltaic module is on an edge of an array defined by the plurality of
photovoltaic modules; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises first and
second clamping sections that protrude from first and second sides, respectively, of the
clamp.
[00174] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and a

plurality of photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the clamp engages only a single photovoltaic module in the form of a

first photovoltaic module, wherein the first clamping section exerts a force on the first
photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
wherein the first photovoltaic module is on an edge of an array defined by the plurality of
photovoltaic modules, and wherein the second clamping section fails to engage any
photovoltaic module.
[00175] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and an

array comprising first and second photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is

attached to the building surface, wherein the first clamping section engages and exerts a
force on the first photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the
building surface, wherein the second clamping section engages and exerts a force on the
second photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
and wherein the stanchion is located between the first and second photovoltaic modules.
[00176] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: further comprising a disk

positioned on the mounting device, wherein the stanchion extends through the disk and is
removably attached to the mounting device; wherein a perimeter of the disk is larger than
a perimeter of a surface of the mounting device on which the disk is positioned; wherein
an upper surface of the disk comprises a first raised section having an effective inner

diameter and an effective outer diameter, wherein the upper surface further comprises a
base within the effective inner diameter of the first raised section, wherein the base is
recessed relative to an uppermost portion of the raised section, and wherein an end portion
the stanchion extends through the base and engages the mounting device; wherein the end
portion of the stanchion is threaded and engages the mounting device; wherein the first
raised section is annular; wherein the first raised section comprises a closed perimeter that
extends completely about the wall; wherein the upper surface of the disk comprises a
second raised section having an effective inner diameter, wherein the second raised section

is positioned radially outward of the first raised section, wherein the upper surface of the

disk further comprises a plurality of ribs that are spaced from one another and that each
extend between the first raised section and the second raised section.
[00177] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the second raised

section is annular; wherein the second raised section comprises a closed perimeter that
extends completely about the first raised section; and wherein the upper surface further
comprises a plurality of electrical bonding projections, wherein each the electrical bonding
projection is disposed between an adjacent pair of ribs of the plurality of ribs, and wherein
each the electrical bonding projection protrudes beyond an uppermost portion of each rib
of its corresponding the adjacent pair of ribs.
[00178] Embodiments of the present disclosure also include a mounting assembly,

comprising: a mounting device attachable to a building surface and comprising an upper
surface, wherein the upper surface comprises a first threaded hole; a standoff comprising

first and second ends that are spaced from one another along a length dimension of the
standoff, the second end comprising a second threaded hole, the standoff further

comprising a body and a first threaded shaft that extends from the body to the first end of
the standoff, wherein the first threaded shaft of the standoff interfaces with the first
threaded hole of the mounting device such that the second end of the standoff and the
upper surface of the mounting device are spaced from one another; a clamp that is spaced
above the mounting device and that comprises at least one clamping section, wherein the
at least one clamping section is adapted to engage a perimeter portion of a photovoltaic

module; and a clamping fastener comprising a head and a second threaded shaft, wherein

the clamp is disposed between the head and the standoff, and wherein the second threaded
shaft extends through the clamp to threadably interface with the second threaded hole on

the second end of the standoff.
[00179] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment include: wherein the mounting device

comprises a slot configured to receive a protrusion of the building surface in an installed
configuration; wherein the mounting device is detachably engaged with the building
surface in an installed configuration; wherein the clamping fastener is not threadably
engaged with the clamp such that the clamping fastener is able to rotate relative to the
clamp; wherein an entirety of the clamp is positioned above the second end of the standoff

at all times; wherein the clamp comprises a first rail wall, wherein the at least one

clamping section comprises a first clamping section, wherein the first clamping section
comprises a lower surface that extends from and is perpendicular to the first rail wall,

wherein the standoff further comprises a rail flange, wherein the first rail wall and a
perimeter of the rail flange are spaced a common distance from a rotational axis of the
clamping fastener.
[00180] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and a

plurality of photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the clamp engages only a single one of the plurality of photovoltaic

modules in the form of a first photovoltaic module, wherein the first clamping section
exerts a force on the first photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of
the building surface, and wherein the first photovoltaic module is on an edge of an array
defined by the plurality of photovoltaic modules; wherein the first photovoltaic module
comprises a PV module frame section that in turn comprises an upper wall and an end
wall, wherein the lower surface of the first clamping section engages the upper wall of the

PV module frame section, wherein the first rail wall engages the end wall of the PV
module frame section at a first location, and wherein a first portion on the perimeter of the
first rail flange engages the end wall of the PV module frame section at a second location
that is spaced from the first location in a dimension corresponding with a spacing between
the clamp and the mounting device; wherein the clamp comprises first and second rail
walls on first and second sides, respectively, of the clamp, wherein the at least one
clamping section comprises a first and second clamping sections on the first and second
sides, respectively, of the clamp, wherein the first clamping section comprises a lower

surface that extends from and is perpendicular to the first rail wall, wherein the second
clamping section comprises a lower surface that extends from and is perpendicular to the
second rail wall, wherein the standoff further comprises a rail flange, wherein the first rail
wall, the second rail wall, and a perimeter of the rail flange are spaced a common distance
from a rotational axis of the clamping fastener; and wherein the first and second rail walls
are oppositely disposed and parallel to one another.
[00181] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and first

and second photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the standoff is positioned between the first photovoltaic module and the

second photovoltaic module, wherein the first clamping section exerts a force on the first

photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface, and
wherein the second clamping section exerts a force on the second photovoltaic module in a
direction of an underlying portion of the building surface; wherein the first photovoltaic
module comprises a first PV module frame section that in turn comprises a first upper wall

and a first end wall, wherein the second photovoltaic module comprises a second PV

module frame section that in turn comprises a second upper wall and a second end wall,
wherein the lower surface of the first clamping section engages the first upper wall of the
first PV module frame section, wherein the first rail wall engages the first end wall of the
first PV module frame section at a first location, wherein a first portion on the perimeter of
the first rail flange engages the first end wall of the first PV module frame section at a
second location that is spaced from the first location in a first dimension corresponding

with a spacing between the clamp and the mounting device, wherein the lower surface of
the second clamping section engages the second upper wall of the second PV module
frame section, wherein the second rail wall engages the second end wall of the first PV
module frame section at a third location, and wherein a second portion on the perimeter of
the first rail flange engages the second end wall of the second PV module frame section at
a fourth location that is spaced from the third location in the first dimension.
[00182] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the clamp further

comprises a standoff receptacle, wherein the clamp is removably positioned on the
standoff with the standoff extending into the standoff receptacle; wherein the second
threaded shaft of the clamping fastener is bonded to the standoff; wherein the clamping
fastener and the standoff collectively define a first assembly that is disposable in each of
first and second configurations, the first configuration comprising the clamping fastener
and the standoff being in a bonded state such that the clamping fastener and the stanchion

collectively rotate to engage the first threaded shaft of the standoff to first threaded hole of
the mounting device, the second configuration comprising the clamping fastener and the
standoff being in an un-bonded state such that the clamping fastener rotates relative to the
standoff to advance the clamp along the standoff.
[00183] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the clamp comprises

an upper wall and a pair of clamp walls that cantilever from the upper wall, that are spaced

from one another in a first dimension, and that define at least a portion of the standoff

receptacle, wherein the standoff comprises a first standoff section that extends into a space
between the pair of clamp walls and that engages each clamp wall of the pair clamp walls
within the standoff receptacle; wherein each the clamp wall of the pair extends from the
upper wall in a direction that the mounting device is spaced from the clamp; wherein the
first standoff section comprises a cylindrical sidewall that defines an outer perimeter of the
first standoff section; wherein the standoff comprises a second standoff section having
first and second flat surfaces disposed in opposing relation on a perimeter of the second

standoff section; wherein the second standoff section is located between the first standoff
section and the mounting device; wherein the first standoff section comprises a plurality of
flat, intersecting surfaces that collectively define an outer perimeter of the first standoff

section; wherein an exterior of the first standoff section is un-threaded; wherein a portion

of the upper wall that extends beyond an adjacent the clamp wall in the first dimension
comprises the at least one clamping section; wherein the clamp further comprises an upper
wall and first and second walls that cantilever from the upper wall, that are spaced from
one another in a first dimension, and that define at least a portion of the standoff

receptacle, wherein the standoff comprises an upper end section that extends into a space
between the first and second walls and engages each of the first and second walls within
the standoff receptacle.
[00184] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein each of the first and

second walls extends from the upper wall in a direction that the mounting device is spaced
from the clamp; wherein a portion of the upper wall that extends away from an outer

surface of the first wall in the first dimension comprises the at least one clamping section;

wherein an entirety of an inner surface of the first wall that faces the second wall is flat,
and wherein an entirety of an inner surface of the second wall that faces the inner surface

of the first wall is also flat; wherein the inner surface of the first wall and the inner surface
of the second wall face and are disposed parallel to one another; wherein the at least one
clamping section comprises a single clamping section, wherein the single clamping section
extends from the first wall within the first dimension in a direction that is away from the
second wall; wherein an outer surface of the second wall comprises a channel; wherein the
at least one clamping section comprises a first and second clamping sections, wherein the

first clamping section extends from the first wall within the first dimension in a direction
that is away from the second wall, and wherein the second clamping section extends from
the second wall within the first dimension in a direction that is away from the first wall.
[00185] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the first wall

comprises an upper section and a lower section, wherein the first wall comprises a first
inner surface, wherein the second wall comprises a second inner surface, wherein the first
and second inner surfaces face each other, wherein a reference plane is disposed between

the first and second walls and is parallel to at least part of the first inner surface and at
least part of the second inner surface, wherein a spacing of the first inner surface of the
upper section of the first wall from the reference plane is greater than a spacing of the first
inner surface of the lower section of the first wall from the reference plane; wherein the

first inner surface of the upper section of the first wall is parallel to the first inner surface
of the lower section of the first wall; wherein an entirety of the second inner surface of the
second wall is flat; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises a single clamping

section that protrudes from a first outer surface of the first wall; wherein the second wall
comprises a second outer surface, which in turn comprises a channel; wherein the second
wall comprises an upper section and a lower section, wherein a spacing of the second
inner surface of the upper section of the second wall from the reference plane is greater
than a spacing of the second inner surface of the lower section of the second wall from the
reference plane.
[00186] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein the first inner

surface of the upper section of the first wall is parallel to the first inner surface of the

lower section of the first wall, and wherein the second inner surface of the upper section of
the second wall is parallel to the second inner surface of the lower section of the second
wall; wherein the first inner surface of the upper section of the first wall, the first inner

surface of the lower section of the first wall, and the second inner surface of the upper

section of the second wall, and the second inner surface of the lower section of the second
wall are all parallel to one another; wherein the first inner surface of the upper section of
the first wall and the second inner surface of the upper section of the second wall are
disposed in opposing relation, and the first inner surface of the lower section of the first
wall and the second inner surface of the lower section of the second wall are disposed in
opposing relation; wherein the first and second walls are the mirror image of one another;
wherein the at least one clamping section comprises first and second clamping sections,
wherein the first clamping section comprises a first portion of the upper wall that extends
away from an outer surface of the first wall in the first dimension, and wherein the second
clamping section comprises a second portion of the upper wall that extends away from an
outer surface of the second wall in the first dimension; wherein the at least one clamping
section comprises a single clamping section that protrudes from a first side of the clamp;
and wherein an outer surface of a second side of the clamp comprises a channel.
[00187] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and a

plurality of photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the clamp engages only a single photovoltaic module in the form of a

first photovoltaic module, wherein the single clamping section exerts a force on the first
photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
wherein the first photovoltaic module is on an edge of an array defined by the plurality of

photovoltaic modules; wherein the at least one clamping section comprises first and
second clamping sections that protrude from first and second sides, respectively, of the
clamp.
[00188] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and a

plurality of photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is attached to the building
surface, wherein the clamp engages only a single photovoltaic module in the form of a

first photovoltaic module, wherein the first clamping section exerts a force on the first
photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
wherein the first photovoltaic module is on an edge of an array defined by the plurality of
photovoltaic modules, and wherein the second clamping section fails to engage any
photovoltaic module.
[00189] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: a building surface and an

array comprising first and second photovoltaic modules, wherein the mounting device is

attached to the building surface, wherein the first clamping section engages and exerts a
force on the first photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the
building surface, wherein the second clamping section engages and exerts a force on the
second photovoltaic module in a direction of an underlying portion of the building surface,
and wherein the stanchion is located between the first and second photovoltaic modules;

further comprising a disk positioned on the upper surface of the mounting device, wherein
the first threaded shaft of the standoff extends through the disk; wherein a perimeter of the
disk is larger than a perimeter of a surface of the mounting device on which the disk is
positioned.
[00190] Aspects of the foregoing embodiment also include: wherein an upper surface of

the disk comprises a first raised section having an effective inner diameter and an effective
outer diameter, wherein the upper surface further comprises a base within the effective
inner diameter of the first raised section, wherein the base is recessed relative to an
uppermost portion of the raised section, and wherein an end portion the stanchion extends
through the base and engages the mounting device; wherein the first raised section is
annular; wherein the first raised section comprises a closed perimeter that extends

completely about the base; wherein the upper surface of the disk comprises a second
raised section having an effective inner diameter, wherein the second raised section is
positioned radially outward of the first raised section, wherein the upper surface of the
disk further comprises a plurality of ribs that are spaced from one another and that each
extend between the first raised section and the second raised section; wherein the second

raised section is annular; wherein the second raised section comprises a closed perimeter
that extends completely about the first raised section; wherein the upper surface further
comprises a plurality of electrical bonding projections, wherein each the electrical bonding
projection is disposed between an adjacent pair of ribs of the plurality of ribs, and wherein
each the electrical bonding projection protrudes beyond an uppermost portion of each rib
of its corresponding the adjacent pair of ribs.
[00191] Embodiments of the present disclosure also include a mounting assembly

comprising: a clamp comprising: an upper wall comprising a central aperture, a first edge,
and a second edge parallel to the first edge; a first sidewall extending from the upper wall

proximate and substantially parallel to the first edge, the first sidewall spaced from the
first edge to form a first clamping section; and a second sidewall extending from the upper
wall proximate and substantially parallel to the second edge, the first and second sidewalls
defining a stanchion receptacle; a stanchion comprising a first threaded hole and a first
threaded shaft; a mounting plate comprising a central hole, an inner annular projection
surrounding the central hole, an outer annular projection surrounding the inner annular
projection, and a plurality of ribs extending from the inner annular projection to the outer
annular projection; a mounting device comprising a second threaded hole; and a clamping
fastener comprising a second threaded shaft; wherein the central aperture and the first
threaded hole are configured to receive the second threaded shaft, and the central hole and
the second threaded hole are configured to receive the first threaded shaft.
[00192] Aspects of the foregoing mounting assembly include: wherein the first sidewall

is spaced from the second sidewall by a width of the stanchion, such that each of the two

sidewalls contact the stanchion when the stanchion is positioned within the stanchion
receptacle; wherein the second sidewall is spaced from the second edge to form a second
clamping section; wherein the mounting plate comprises a plurality of bonding points;
wherein the inner annular projection has a first height greater than a second height of the
outer annular projection; wherein the mounting device further comprises a third threaded
hole and a seam fastener removably engaged in the third threaded hole, and further
wherein the seam fastener comprises a drive socket having an identical configuration to a
drive socket of the clamping fastener; wherein the stanchion further comprises: a body
portion from which the first threaded shaft extends; and a beveled portion between the first
threaded shaft and the body portion; wherein the mounting plate further comprises a
plurality of apertures therein; wherein the inner annular projection surrounds a recessed
base; and wherein the first sidewall comprises a first portion proximate the upper wall and

a second portion separated from the upper wall by the first portion; the second sidewall
comprises a third portion proximate the upper wall and a fourth portion separated from the
upper wall by the third portion; and the first portion is separated from the third portion by
a first distance greater than a second distance that separates the second portion from the
fourth portion.
[00193] Embodiments of the present disclosure also include a mounting assembly

comprising: a mounting device comprising a planar upper surface having a first threaded

aperture therein; a mounting plate adapted to be secured to the planar upper surface of the
mounting device, the mounting plate comprising a first central hole; a stanchion
comprising an upper body portion and a lower threaded shaft, the lower threaded shaft
adapted to pass through the first central hole and engage the threaded aperture, and the
upper body portion comprising a second threaded aperture; a clamp comprising: an upper
wall with a second central hole therein; and two parallel sidewalls defining a stanchion
receptacle, each of the two parallel sidewalls extending downwardly from the upper wall
to a free end, wherein a first distance separates a portion of the two parallel sidewalls
proximate the upper wall, and a second distance less than the first distance separates the
free ends of the two parallel sidewalls; and a clamping fastener configured to extend
through the second central hole and threadably engage the second threaded aperture to
secure the clamp to the stanchion.
[00194] Aspects of the foregoing mounting assembly include: wherein the stanchion

further comprises a beveled portion in between the upper body portion and the lower
threaded shaft; wherein the mounting plate further comprises a plurality of radially
extending ribs; wherein the mounting plate further comprises a plurality of bonding
projections, each bonding projection comprising a plurality of spikes and positioned in
between adjacent ones of the plurality of radially extending ribs; wherein the mounting
plate further comprises an inner annular projection surrounding the first central hole and
an outer annular projection surrounding the inner annular projection; wherein the plurality

of radially extending ribs extend from the inner annular projection to the outer annular
projection; and wherein the inner annular projection has a first height greater than a
second height of the outer annular projection; wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of apertures between the outer annular projection and an outer edge
of the mounting plate.
[00195] Embodiments of the present disclosure also include a mounting assembly

comprising: a mounting plate comprising a first aperture, a recessed base surrounding the

first aperture and having a first diameter, and an annular projection surrounding the
recessed base; a stanchion comprising a threaded shaft configured to extend through the
first aperture, a body portion comprising a second aperture, and a beveled portion in
between the threaded shaft and the body portion, the body portion having a second
diameter less than the first diameter; a clamp comprising: an upper wall with a second
aperture in between a first edge and a second edge that is parallel to the first edge; a first
sidewall extending downwardly from the upper wall and terminating in a first free end, the
first sidewall parallel to the first edge and having a first portion in between the first free
end and the upper wall; and a second sidewall extending downwardly from the upper wall
and terminating in a second free end, the second sidewall spaced from the first sidewall
and parallel to the first edge and having a second portion in between the second free end
and the upper wall; wherein the first free end is spaced from the second free end by a first

distance substantially equal to the first diameter; and the first portion is spaced from the
second portion by a second distance greater than the first distance; and a clamping fastener
configured to extend through the second aperture and threadably engage the second
aperture to secure the clamp to the stanchion.
[00196] Aspects of the foregoing mounting assembly include: wherein the mounting plate

further comprises a plurality of bonding projections extending upward, each bonding
projection comprising a plurality of spikes.
[00197] The foregoing description of the present invention has been presented for

purposes of illustration and description. Furthermore, the description is not intended to
limit the invention to the form disclosed herein. Consequently, variations and
modifications commensurate with the above teachings, and skill and knowledge of the
relevant art, are within the scope of the present invention. The embodiments described
hereinabove are further intended to explain best modes known of practicing the invention
and to enable others skilled in the art to utilize the invention in such, or other embodiments
and with various modifications required by the particular application(s) or use(s) of the

present invention. It is intended that the appended claims be construed to include
alternative embodiments to the extent permitted by the prior art.
[00198] For the avoidance of doubt, any of the features described above in connection

with one embodiment of a mounting assembly or component thereof described herein may
be utilized in connection with another embodiment of a mounting assembly or a
corresponding component thereof described herein. As just one, non-limiting example, a

grounding projection 172 may be utilized in a mounting assembly 200d instead of or in
addition to one or more of the bonding projections 256.

What is claimed is:

1.

A mounting assembly, comprising:

a clamp comprising:
an upper wall comprising a central aperture, a first edge, and a second edge

parallel to the first edge;
a first sidewall extending from the upper wall proximate and substantially
parallel to the first edge, the first sidewall spaced from the first edge to form a first
clamping section; and
a second sidewall extending from the upper wall proximate and
substantially parallel to the second edge, the first and second sidewalls defining a
stanchion receptacle;
a stanchion comprising a first threaded hole and a first threaded shaft;
a mounting plate comprising a central hole, an inner annular projection
surrounding the central hole, an outer annular projection surrounding the inner annular
projection, and a plurality of ribs extending from the inner annular projection to the outer
annular projection;
a mounting device comprising a second threaded hole; and
a clamping fastener comprising a second threaded shaft;
wherein the central aperture and the first threaded hole are configured to receive
the second threaded shaft, and the central hole and the second threaded hole are configured
to receive the first threaded shaft.
2 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the first sidewall is spaced from the

second sidewall by a width of the stanchion, such that each of the two sidewalls contact
the stanchion when the stanchion is positioned within the stanchion receptacle.
3 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the second sidewall is spaced from

the second edge to form a second clamping section.
4 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the mounting plate comprises a

plurality of bonding points.
5 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the inner annular projection has a

first height greater than a second height of the outer annular projection.
6 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the mounting device further

comprises a third threaded hole and a seam fastener removably engaged in the third

threaded hole, and further wherein the seam fastener comprises a drive socket having an
identical configuration to a drive socket of the clamping fastener.
7 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the stanchion further comprises:

a body portion from which the first threaded shaft extends; and
a beveled portion between the first threaded shaft and the body portion.
8 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of apertures therein.
9 . The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the inner annular projection

surrounds a recessed base.
10. The mounting assembly of claim 1, wherein the first sidewall comprises a first

portion proximate the upper wall and a second portion separated from the upper wall by
the first portion; the second sidewall comprises a third portion proximate the upper wall
and a fourth portion separated from the upper wall by the third portion; and the first

portion is separated from the third portion by a first distance greater than a second distance
that separates the second portion from the fourth portion.
11 . A mounting assembly comprising:
a mounting device comprising a planar upper surface having a first threaded
aperture therein;
a mounting plate adapted to be secured to the planar upper surface of the mounting
device, the mounting plate comprising a first central hole;
a stanchion comprising an upper body portion and a lower threaded shaft, the
lower threaded shaft adapted to pass through the first central hole and engage the threaded
aperture, and the upper body portion comprising a second threaded aperture;

a clamp comprising:
an upper wall with a second central hole therein; and

two parallel sidewalls defining a stanchion receptacle, each of the two
parallel sidewalls extending downwardly from the upper wall to a free end,

wherein a first distance separates a portion of the two parallel sidewalls proximate
the upper wall, and a second distance less than the first distance separates the free
ends of the two parallel sidewalls; and

a clamping fastener configured to extend through the second central hole and
threadably engage the second threaded aperture to secure the clamp to the stanchion.

12. The mounting assembly of claim 11, wherein the stanchion further comprises a

beveled portion in between the upper body portion and the lower threaded shaft.
13. The mounting assembly of claim 11, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of radially extending ribs.
14. The mounting assembly of claim 13, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of bonding projections, each bonding projection comprising a
plurality of spikes and positioned in between adjacent ones of the plurality of radially
extending ribs.
15. The mounting assembly of claim 13, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises an inner annular projection surrounding the first central hole and an outer
annular projection surrounding the inner annular projection.
16. The mounting assembly of claim 15, wherein the plurality of radially

extending ribs extend from the inner annular projection to the outer annular projection.
17. The mounting assembly of claim 15, wherein the inner annular projection has

a first height greater than a second height of the outer annular projection.
18. The mounting assembly of claim 15, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of apertures between the outer annular projection and an outer edge
of the mounting plate.
19. A mounting assembly comprising:

a mounting plate comprising a first aperture, a recessed base surrounding the first
aperture and having a first diameter, and an annular projection surrounding the recessed
base;

a stanchion comprising a threaded shaft configured to extend through the first
aperture, a body portion comprising a second aperture, and a beveled portion in between

the threaded shaft and the body portion, the body portion having a second diameter less
than the first diameter;
a clamp comprising:
an upper wall with a second aperture in between a first edge and a second

edge that is parallel to the first edge;

a first sidewall extending downwardly from the upper wall and terminating
in a first free end, the first sidewall parallel to the first edge and having a first

portion in between the first free end and the upper wall; and
a second sidewall extending downwardly from the upper wall and
terminating in a second free end, the second sidewall spaced from the first sidewall

and parallel to the first edge and having a second portion in between the second

free end and the upper wall;

wherein the first free end is spaced from the second free end by a first
distance substantially equal to the first diameter; and the first portion is spaced
from the second portion by a second distance greater than the first distance; and

a clamping fastener configured to extend through the second aperture and
threadably engage the second aperture to secure the clamp to the stanchion.
20. The mounting assembly of claim 19, wherein the mounting plate further

comprises a plurality of bonding projections extending upward, each bonding projection
comprising a plurality of spikes.
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